Chapter 7

Conventional Facilities
Chapter abstract
Summary: The term “conventional facilities” refers to the spaces required to house the ESS research
equipment, machines and instruments and to accommodate the human beings who will either make use of
the facility directly, or who will support its operation and maintenance, be they ESS staff, guest researchers
or visitors. The overall goal of the Conventional Facilities (CF) project is to deliver the physical space for
a sustainable research facility in a sustainable way. CF is also responsible for the mechanical and electrical
services necessary for the proper functioning of the facility. This chapter describes the main components
of the completed ESS facility, and provides preliminary sketches of several key parts.
The methodology used to accomplish the CF mission is described. As the ESS programme proceeds,
different aspects will come into focus at different points in time. The chapter provides an overview of
the most important issues for CF in the different programme phases, including the organisational setup,
handling of internal and external requirements, the design process and the management of consultants
work and the procurement and management of contractors.
Location and conditions at the site have been studied by CF in terms of geography, current infrastructure, archaeology and scientific and industrial environment, and ground conditions have been analysed. The
chapter reviews site characteristics, summarises the findings of a study of ground conditions, and describes
potential foundation solutions, including the advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches.
Logistics within the site pose a challenge, since the facility stretches over a considerable area. It is the
responsibility of CF to create an efficient and functional logistics network. The chapter presents the main
logistics issues, and an overview of CF’s approach to dealing with them.
Earthworks needed to create roads, parking spaces and landscaping, including the detention ponds required to treat storm water, are described. The specific requirements of the storm water system that will
protect external recipients from pollution from the facility receive particular attention.
Buildings must reflect the ESS core values of excellence, openness and sustainability. The buildings that
will be constructed on the ESS site are described, including both their function and significant aspects
of their design. The main parameters influencing the design of buildings on site are loads, deformation
requirements, radiation protection, required volumes and logistics.
Main services include electrical systems, the building management system, water cooling systems, water
supply systems, waste water systems and the ventilation system, among others. The chapter describes the
various service systems and discusses the most important aspects of their design and of interfaces among
them, and with other parts of the facility.
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7.1

Methodology

The Conventional Facilities project (CF) is one of the projects in the programme for constructing ESS.
The overall goal of the CF project is to deliver the physical space for a sustainable research facility in
a sustainable way. This includes meeting energy-related objectives and requirements, creating a good
working environment for employees during operations, including accessibility features, creating an outdoor
environment that promotes biodiversity and sustainable transportation and using environmentally sound
material. Delivering the project in a sustainable way means creating a safe working environment during
construction, always adopting a life-cycle perspective on the ESS facility, fulfilling requirements imposed as
part of the Swedish environmental and construction permitting process and delivering the project within
schedule and within budget.
CF must ensure the correct input for the design and construction works. Therefore, comprehensive
coordination with other projects such as the Accelerator, Target, Neutron Scattering System and Energy
project, is needed. Internal requirements and interfaces between divisions are established and defined
within the scope of the coordination work. To ensure timely deliverables, to meet quality requirements,
and to stay within budget, a major part of the CF organisation will participate during several phases of

Figure 7.1: Preliminary site layout.
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the project. Many of the employees who will be involved in construction and commissioning are already
at work during the design phase. This approach will ensure knowledge transfer to the coming phases. For
similar reasons, when the programme enters the operation and maintenance phase, CF will probably be
staffed mainly by employees transferred from the construction organisation. Figure 7.1 shows a preliminary
sketch of the layout of the main components of the ESS facility on the site.

7.1.1

Design

The purpose of the design is to deliver the blueprints and other documentation necessary for construction of
conventional facilities in an efficient manner, on schedule and within budget. The design will be developed
in collaboration with other ESS projects to ensure fulfilment of ESS’s overall and specific requirements. The
design encompasses architecture, civil and structural engineering, system installations and earthworks. It is
by necessity managed progressively and evaluated in phases, starting with a feasibility study, and followed
by a preliminary design and then a detailed design, using building information models (BIM) and design
manuals. Responsibility for design management rests with design coordinators with different areas of
expertise and specialisation, and is characterised by close cooperation with construction management.
The general mission of CF is to provide space for the ESS facility. This overarching mission breaks down
into three major categories: fulfilling society’s requirements; providing space for people; and providing
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Figure 7.2: Preliminary functional analysis for conventional facilities.
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space for things. These categories can be further broken down into requirements and functions, as shown
in Figure 7.2. The “things” that need to be housed can be divided into four major areas: accelerator, target,
instruments and “other”. Most internally generated requirements concern the first three groups. To ensure
that it meets externally generated societal requirements during the construction period and throughout
the facility’s lifetime, ESS must obtain the necessary regulatory permits and licenses, as discussed in more
detail in Chapters 10 and 11.
Environmental permit
In the application for an environmental permit, which is the responsibility of the Health, Safety and
Environment (HSE) Division, ESS has made a great many environmental commitments, most of which are
detailed in the ESS environmental impact assessment (EIA) [1] and the ESS technical description (TD) [2].
These commitments constitute the minimum level of environmental performance that will be expected from
the facility; the Swedish authority may impose additional requirements when it grants the environmental
permit. The environmental commitments affect the whole organisation, but those relevant to CF are
either commitments that specifically address the construction works (thus, CF has sole responsibility for
the commitment), or they are commitments that address other parts of the facility (e.g., parts of the
machine), which are therefore primarily the responsibility of other parts of the organisation, but which
have implications for the design of the buildings and/or site.
The commitments relevant for CF have been identified, and internal responsibility for meeting CF
commitments has been delegated. The commitments will be fulfilled by integrating requisite features into
drawings, specifications, procedures for the work on-site and other contractual documents. As the ESS
programme proceeds, the fulfilment of environmental commitments will be verified through established
procedures.
National construction permit
In addition, ESS has submitted an application for a license to commence construction to the Swedish
Radiation Safety Authority under the terms of the Swedish Radiation Protection Act. Again, the licensing
process is the responsibility of the HSE Division. More detailed information about this application is
available in Chapter 11.
Regional building permit
The local authorities in Lund municipality are in the process of developing detailed land use plans for the
ESS site and the Brunnshög district. ESS is one of the linchpins of Lund’s comprehensive plan for the
Brunnshög district [3]. When the detailed land use plan has been established for the site, ESS will submit
the requisite applications for building permits to the Department of Housing and Urban Development in
Lund (Stadsbyggnadskontoret) in accordance with the detailed land use plan.
Sustainability and environmental performance
The host countries vision of a sustainable research facility is encapsulated in the first three of the “four Rs”
of the ESS energy concept [4]: Responsible (an energy efficient facility); Renewable (using 100% renewable
energy sources); and Recyclable (recycling excess heat produced during operations). Sustainability is one of
the organisation’ss core values, along with openness and excellence. ESS’s environmental policy states that
ESS will contribute to society and be a world-leading model of environmental sustainability for research
facilities by: practising sustainable activities every day at ESS, at all levels, and in all aspects of the
organisation; always viewing the ESS facility from a life-cycle perspective; striving for excellence through
a process of continual improvement and innovative initiatives to prevent adverse environmental impacts;
openly demonstrating leadership in environmental commitment with owners, users, collaborators, and
suppliers; establishing and maintaining an appropriate environmental management system; and complying
with national laws and regulations, as well as with stakeholder requirements.
Several aspects of environmental performance have to be taken into consideration and balanced against
each other, in the scope of CF work. These include: biodiversity on site; transportation within the site,
as well as to and from the site; energy efficiency of systems and buildings; the sustainability performance
of materials being used as construction materials; the indoor environment; and social sustainability. ESS
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is considering the adoption of a building environmental classification system as a tool to facilitate a
balanced and coherent approach to the different aspects of environmental performance. Several different
classification systems are under consideration, including international approaches such as LEED [5] and
BREEAM [6], as well as Swedish national systems such as Miljöbyggnad (Environmental Building) [7].
The decision about which system to use, and to what extent, has not yet been made.
In order to protect and preserve the ESS facility and operation, a number of risk mitigation measures
will be necessary. The main objective of these measures is to protect the facility from sabotage or other
threats. For security reasons, detailed information is not presented here. These concerns are analysed
in a separate, confidential report. For purposes of Swedish law, the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority
regards ESS as a non-nuclear facility. This is discussed in detail in Chapters 10 and 11. Nevertheless, ESS
will use some of the Swedish regulations regarding security at nuclear facilities as a reference and guide for
its own security strategy. Detailed information about ESS’s fire safety strategy is available in a separate
internal report [8].
Energy strategy
Efficient energy use, adaptable indoor climate, and robust systems are goals for CF. It is essential that
all buildings and systems supporting the actual research programs can perform according to the overall
energy strategy, which seeks to capture every possible efficiency in energy use, and to ensure decreases in
carbon dioxide emissions [9]. ESS will choose energy systems and indoor climate solutions that simplify the
implementation of efficient electric energy use, requiring systems that are reliable, responsible, recyclable
and renewable. Examples of practices that serve these energy goals include: using demand-controlled
ventilation flows and lighting wherever possible; using heat recovery in air-handling units where applicable;
designing low-temperature heating systems; orienting buildings to make the best use of natural daylight;
and using energy-saving control technologies for lighting, such as movement sensors and daylight detection.
Design manual
The ESS Design Manual is an obligatory tool for ESS personnel and consultants during the development
of the feasibility study, the preliminary design and the detailed design, as there will be several consulting
offices working in numerous disciplines and towards various objectives. The Design Manual will help to
secure design conformity. Its proper use will enable the organisation to recognise design solutions and
ensure that quality standards are met in different objects. Another purpose of the manual is to guarantee
efficient construction by using a limited number of preferred solutions. For the immediate future, the
manual will be divided into two parts covering structural and system installation issues. The Table of
Contents of the structural part is:
1. Introduction and design philosophy;
2. Standards, codes, norms and complementary design rules;
3. General design requirements;
4. ESS material and design determination;
5. Load conditions;
6. Load combinations;
7. List of accredited cross-sectional members, bolts and welding seams;
8. General detail design requirements;
9. Health and safety requirements;
10. Geotechnical information and data reports;
11. Fire safety strategy report;
12. Steel cross sections and
13. Design report template.
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Figure 7.3: The main areas addressed by the building programme.

Building programme
During 2011, CF compiled a building programme to form the basis of the building project at ESS [10]. The
main areas addressed by the building programme are summarised in Figure 7.3. The programme focused
on dividing the functions into easily identifiable parts, describing workflow and flow of materials in different
parts of the facility and showing examples of typical cross sections. In addition, the programme summarised
a preliminary estimate of space requirements and of the allocation of space to different functions. Although
the most recent version of the building programme document is dated 9 January, 2012, the programme
has been updated continuously by development of the digital model and further discussions about space
allocation. The updates mainly concern accelerator tunnel dimensions and design of stub concept for
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waveguides going from the klystron gallery to the tunnel; klystron gallery change of layout, dimensions
and functions; target building increased in length and widened to accommodate functions; and instrument
buildings revised as the preliminary layout of first instruments has evolved. The building programme forms
part of the brief for the architectural competition. The result of the competition will influence the overall
exterior design considerably.

7.1.2

Architectural design competition

ESS will be one of the most advanced science infrastructures ever built. The scientific and symbolic value
of the facility for the university town of Lund, Sweden and for the global science community calls for
a work of architectural and functional excellence. Many of the buildings are technical utility buildings
of an industrial nature, which poses specific limits and further challenges the architectural design. The
size and location of the facility demand creative and innovative ideas for landscaping and transportation
infrastructure. Given the decades-long time scale for the ESS project, sustainability must be a watchword
for designers. This means that ESS should not only comply with the environmental, safety and planning
standards in place today, but should also lead the science community toward a future of sustainable
building and design, in keeping with progressive planning principles that foster sustainable and enriching
lifestyles.
The summer of 2012 saw the launch of the architectural design competition for ESS, which was undertaken under European Union rules and regulations1 . Under EU directives, submissions remained anonymous until the jurys final decision and there was no presentation of submitted proposals by the participating
teams during the contest period. An ESS memorandum laid out the criteria for evaluating entries. In
addition to the overall quality of the architectural design, there were five criteria: flexibility; economic
feasibility; functional feasibility; safety; and sustainability and environmental impact.
The prequalification process selected contestants for the architectural design competition, with a total
of 24 initial entries. Four entries did not meet the formal criteria and were eliminated. A shortlist of nine
teams was prepared during the prequalification meetings with the jury, ranking the submitted references
according to the requested criteria. After a short presentation by each of the nine companies, the jury
discussed strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and risks. The five top-ranked teams who were invited to
participate in the next stage of the design contest.
All teams received notice on 13 June, 2012. Two days later, the five participating teams were invited
to join a start-up meeting at ESS. CF, ESS directors, ESS users and Lund municipality officials gave a
general introduction. The participants met with members of the jury and were given the opportunity to
ask questions and visit the site. After this introduction the competition was officially launched. During the
competition, a questions and answers forum was set up on the Internet, enabling registered teams to submit
questions to the competition secretary. About 100 topics and subtopics were addressed, with questions
answered and additional files, maps and CAD files supplied to the contestants during the summer. Full
documentation of all items and activities on the forum was made available to the jury. On 28 September,
2012 all proposals were received at ESS. A number of meetings were held with the jury during October.
Experts within the fields of architecture, landscaping, economy and user aspects were invited to give their
assessment of the proposals and supply the jury with insights and discussion helpful to the decision process.
On 19 February, 2013 the Steering Committee endorsed the final decision of the board, and selected
Henning Larsen Architects A/S in collaboration with COBE ApS, SLA A/S, and NNE Pharmaplan A/S
to become the ESS architects. Their proposal excels in many aspects, providing the facility with a clear
concept for the overall design of the site as well as suggesting suitable building types and designs for the
various functions. The centrepiece target building is characterised and is instantly recognisable by its
overhanging, oval roof. The roof provides an ordering principle for the various buildings around the target
area. In front of the target building a dense campus area is planned around several open urban spaces
between the buildings, as shown in Figure 7.4. Reception, offices, labs and visitor facilities are planned for
this area. The area between ESS and Science Village will be landscaped into an entrance park.
1 The design competition was governed by Directive 2004/18/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council. For the
contest itself, Title III, Rules governing design contests, applied.
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Figure 7.4: The central campus, in an artists impression by the architects Henning Larsen Architects A/S
in collaboration with COBE ApS, SLA A/S, and NNE Pharmaplan A/S. The target station is in the
background, characterised and instantly recognisable by its overhanging, oval roof.

7.1.3

Feasibility study, preliminary design and detailed design

Feasibility study
The purpose of the feasibility study is to develop concepts and to sort out viable main options taking
into consideration prevailing scheduling issues. The study will also be used as an instrument to determine
the budget with a margin of error under 12%, and to ensure the option of recapture without project
delays if necessary. Five items will be used as discussion points during the study: demands and objectives,
requirements and constraints, location on the site, conceptual solutions, and proposal.
“Demands and objectives” touch on subjects such as descriptions of activities, ESS visions and concepts,
preliminary investigations and goals for maintenance and operation. “Requirements and constraints” deal
with the choice of consultants, key requirements and milestones, machine plan and principal flow charts,
issues pertaining to governmental entities, reference objects and study visits, analysis of eventual excessive requirements and schedules as well as the budget for the feasibility study and preliminary design.
“Location on the site” includes analysis of traffic logistics, site conditions and general plans, geotechnical
investigation and site layout plans. “Conceptual solutions” deal with conditions analysis, layouts and
functional compliance, study of concept solutions and decisions about preferred solutions. “Proposal” encompasses a summary of objectives, requirements and constraints, site disposition, layouts and flow charts,
architectural sketches, basic system installation description, quality, volumes and estimated operational
and building cost and project end date.
The completed feasibility study will include the following topics: logistics; layouts; site plan; architectural and structural sketches, facades, plans and sections in scales of 1:400 and 1:200; architectural
description in short; structural description in short; system installations description in short with so-
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lutions in principle plus cost evaluation; process description in short plus cost evaluation; geotechnical
information report; geotechnical data report; design manuals covering structural and system installation
issues; specific issues pertaining to governmental entities; reference objects; and cost evaluation with a
deviance less than twelve per cent.
Preliminary design
In the preliminary design phase, the feasibility study and alternative part solutions will be assessed with
analysis of schedules for different construction methods and levels of prefabrication. The budget will be
evaluated with a margin of error below five per cent. The preliminary design will be used to facilitate
fulfilment of the project goals and to evaluate what actions are necessary to ensure success. In the detailed
design, the feasibility study will be used as an instrument to guarantee that proper quality is achieved and
that schedules and budget are met. Six items will be used as discussion points during the preliminary design
phase: ESS decision and declaration of goals; programme clarification; the site; development of concepts;
main proposal and alternatives; and summary of the feasibility study and the preliminary design.
“ESS decision and declaration of goals” includes programme consent of the feasibility study and decision on preferred concept with alternatives. “Programme clarification” establishes basic demands and
constraints, detailed requirements and refinement, equipment programme, social patterns, influence of
equipment on buildings and installations, programme presentation, preliminary agreements with governmental entities and detailed analysis of excessive requirements. “Study of the site” details plans, localisation of services, emission limitations and sets degrees of freedom for traffic. “Development of concepts”
treats flexibility of alternative construction methods, development of architecture and structural solutions,
development of system installation solutions, specialists studies, system installation volume requirements,
canalisation coordination and effects on schedules, budget and operation costs. “Main proposal and alternatives” touches on alternative part solutions, evaluation of alternatives, preliminary decisions on alternatives, remaining alternatives, descriptive list of content, evaluation of construction methods, detailing of
structures, the schedule, costing and decision on alternatives. In the “summary of the feasibility study”,
documents will be coordinated, valued and decided on, necessary decision-making executed and reference
documents collected, budget calculated and presentations planned.
Deliverables of the preliminary design are: previous feasibility study; architectural drawings and descriptions with plans scaled 1:100 and 1:200, sections, facade elevations and a room book; structural
drawings and descriptions including foundation plans scaled 1:100 and 1:200, structural sketches, plans
and crucial sections scaled 1:100 and 1:200, retaining walls drawings, pile plans and estimation of reinforcement as well as structural steel; system installation schemes, drawings, descriptions and statement
of construction methodology for system installations; building related process schemes, drawings, descriptions with statement of construction methodology and a final decision on interfaces; and cost evaluation
with a margin of error below five per cent.
Detailed design
The detailed design encompasses and implements the preliminary design decisions. All drawings and
documents necessary for construction will be reviewed and collected in appropriate sub-projects. There
might be a need for very early engagement of contractors; this would require careful planning and execution
of tender packages. It should be noted that the detailed design phase will continue for a number of years
after the first proton beam, even if at a much-reduced pace, following instrument engineering and late
developments.

7.1.4

Construction, commissioning, operation, and decommissioning

Construction
The most basic function of CF is to provide space for the ESS facility. Contractors will carry out the
actual construction works. CF will be responsible for organising and coordinating the works on-site during
the construction phase, and also for the work carried out on-site by other divisions. CF will be responsible
for setting objectives for the construction works, collaborating with the HSE Division in obtaining the
necessary permits, defining the requirements that will be imposed on contractors, creating incentives for
contractors to take all relevant aspects of their work into consideration (e.g. health and safety, environment
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and quality aspects) and reviewing the work carried out by the contractors. The management systems of
the contractors will be used to as great an extent as possible – provided that they fulfil the requirements
set by ESS – in order to make the work more efficient.
Several requirements have to be met before construction can begin on-site. All necessary permits have
to have been granted. It may be necessary to apply for the building permit in several stages in order
to avoid delay should one or more parts of the building permit be controversial. ESS must check each
permit carefully to ensure that it takes account of all requirements. CF needs to procure one or several
contractors. The most suitable set-up, in terms of cost- and time-saving, will be a partnering contract
with incentives. The contractors need time to prepare the work in terms of planning, procurement of
subcontractors, etc. If possible, the contractors will participate during the detailed design phase and, in
some case, even during the preliminary design phase. During construction, CF will be stationed on-site.
Keeping the works within schedule is a great challenge. Therefore, detailed planning in which construction
work, deliveries and logistics are coordinated is crucial. Keeping within budget will be critical for the
success of the project. Processes and procedures will be developed to ensure an easy and efficient way to
keep track of costs.
Commissioning
Detailed information about conventional facilities commissioning work is given in Chapter 9, but in brief the
responsibility of CF includes design management, construction, and testing and commissioning. The goals
of “design management” are to define the extent of commissioning works, and to ensure, by incorporating
correct facilities, that commissioning can be carried out. The goals of “construction” are to ensure that
works are carried out in full conformance with relevant requirements and quality management systems;
to ensure that building information management guidelines are followed; and to require the contractor
to develop a detailed commissioning method statement. The goals of “testing and commissioning” are to
establish a CF commissioning team; to carry out functional tests to ensure verification of all requirements on
a system working in a stand-alone mode; and to coordinate tests to ensuring verification of all requirements
on a complete plant or building when all relevant systems are in operation and are fully interconnected.
Operation and maintenance
The cornerstones of CF operation and maintenance responsibility are to maintain the “four Rs” of the
ESS energy concept: responsible, renewable, recyclable and reliable. CF responsibilities under operation
and maintenance include building maintenance and support, fire and safety, electrical systems, and water
systems.
“Building maintenance and support” includes energy management. ESS will recycle energy from cooling
the machine into the district heating system operated by Lunds Energi. Systems in radioactive areas, such
as ventilation, heating and cooling water circuits and waste water, need proper design and monitoring in
order to ensure safety at all times. Given the complexity of the facility and the presence of (low) levels of
radiation, there will be a need for an internal, ESS staff-based, “fire and safety” emergency squad. The
role of this squad will be to assist the local fire brigade in technical assessment of emergency situations,
such as how to handle a fire and when and where to enter. Laws, norms, standards and working procedures
generally govern the operation and maintenance of “electrical systems”. This applies especially to high
and low voltage systems that must be handled by certified staff. “Water systems” treatment plants will
supply deionised water to cooling systems and laboratories. Water cooling systems will be used as primary
cooling media, but will also be used as a secondary system connected to a cryogenic cooling plant.
Conventional building systems will be controlled and monitored by the integrated control system (ICS)
in a safe and logical way in order to prevent mistakes and incorrect actions. The ICS is described in
Chapter 5. In order to minimise risks associated with remote handling, vital functions will be physically
interlocked or hardwired. The facility will operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week, requiring at least
six shift teams. Each shift will include one building management system (BMS) control engineer; one
electrical, low and medium voltage (LV and MV), engineer; one fire alarm engineer; one security system
and communication engineer; and one HVAC engineer. Additional staff, required on a 40 hour a week
basis, are: one technical operations manager; two building finishes engineers; and one administrator. There
will be a total of 34 in-house employees.
The CF operation and maintenance functions also include operating an asset management system to
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support a planned maintenance system. This system will generate work orders, both for preventive and
breakdown maintenance. Maintenance records will be created and kept. The asset management system
will also manage spare parts and service agreements with contractors. Critical spare parts need to be
stored on site. There will be full redundancy for systems or devices that have the potential to fully or
partially shut down ESS operations when they malfunction. A risk analysis will be carried out to identify
critical spare parts that are involved in such a shutdown bottleneck. Spare parts with a long lead-time for
delivery will also be treated as critical and will be stored on-site.
Decommissioning
The decommissioning planning includes design management (ensuring that system and structural design
will allow for decommissioning); construction (documenting all materials used); and operation and maintenance (properly training personnel, conducting relevant quality assurance procedures, maintaining records
and managing waste). Further information about ESS decommissioning planning is given in Chapter 10.

7.1.5

Building information modelling

Developing an information management system adequate to meet the comprehensive project goals poses
unique challenges for CF. The complexity of the facility in combination with the complexity of the design,
construction and operations processes, which involve a large number of internationally and temporally distributed stakeholders, require the implementation of a common data environment including the definition
of intelligent and coordinated 3D-models with meta-data for all disciplines. For these reasons, building
information modelling (BIM) guidelines were developed during autumn 2011 comprising specifications for
digital information modelling and delivery for all design disciplines within CF [11].
BIM at ESS encompasses a combination of different databases and model files, such as 3D models, 2D
models, cost estimates, and schedules. The integrated process in which BIM is used is called “virtual design
and construction.” The principles for BIM refer to common denominators for information models and are
based on international (ISO) and Swedish standards, reflecting state-of-the-art information modelling
techniques. Careful account has been taken of the diversity of design disciplines and of the long periods
of time over which model-based data will have to be managed.
The BIM process has three components. First, the process definition states what information is to be
delivered for different purposes and how this process is organised. These definitions are mainly derived from
Swedish national guidelines such as Bygghandlingar 90 Parts 7 and 8 [12]. Second, the data model defines
what information models are used and how they are structured. Application-specific definitions are applied
in combination with common exchange formats. Third, the naming conventions explain the different
criteria governing how things are defined. These criteria are mainly derived from Swedish Standards,
such as the BSAB96 classification system and SB CAD Standard, in combination with the ESS naming
conventions [13–15].
The BIM guidelines formalise the integrated information management required for the 3D-design of CF,
digital documents and 2D drawings, design review and 3D coordination, quantity take-off, cost estimation
and control, scheduling, as-built documentation and CE marking and facility management. The BIM
guidelines are defined in harmony with the overall product life-cycle management (PLM) and 3D modelling
principles as applied at ESS. It was recognised that the conditions for PLM and 3D modelling differ
fundamentally for CF in terms of technical infrastructure, methodology and processes as compared to
those at the ESS Design Office. For example, the Design Office applies a common CAD tool (Catia v6) for
all disciplines. The CAD tool is directly integrated with the PLM-solution Enovia, called CHESS within
ESS. Such a principle and choice of CAD tool would not be suitable or feasible in CF design, construction
or operations processes. The BIM guidelines and related processes bridge this gap, and ensure integration
of the information modelling processes at CF into the overall information modelling processes at ESS.
A specific area within the CHESS system has been developed during spring 2012 according to the BIM
guidelines. The area is called BLESS – Building Lifecycle at ESS. BLESS allows external and temporary
actors involved in the design, construction and operations processes of CF to integrate with the overall
information management at ESS.
BIM and data coordinators and models managers, working closely with project and design managers
at CF and the Design Office, coordinate the BIM guidelines and the processes necessary to implement
them. Each design discipline, contractor and supplier involved at CF is required to assign a BIM leader
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to ensure proper application of BIM. With the ESS programme moving into the preliminary design phase,
the number of actors in the design process will increase substantially as will the amount of model-based
information.

7.2

Location and conditions at the site

ESS will locate its facility on a 74.2 hectare site identified on the Swedish national mapping system as
Östra Odarslöv 13:5, situated northeast of the town of Lund in the region of Skåne in southern Sweden.
Figure 7.5 shows maps of the region with the site shaded in blue, on the outskirts of the Brunnshög district.
The district is undergoing extensive growth and development, within regional land use plans that call for
a mixed-use neighbourhood with about 3,000 dwellings and businesses providing employment for 20,000
to 25,000 individuals by 2025 [3]. In addition, Lund and the surrounding region are home to a thriving
knowledge-based industrial sector, including such major international companies as Ericsson, Tetra Pak
and Alfa Laval. ESS is just northeast of the site designated for the MAX IV synchrotron. ESS and MAX
IV construction plans call for an area between the two facilities, the “Science Village, which will include
shared infrastructure and services for both facilities.
The site is located on a ridge of gently sloping hills. The ground level in the area varies between 74 m
and 82 m above sea level, with the highest part in the south-western corner of the site. Agriculture was
originally the predominant land use on the site, but construction has displaced the farm of Korsbäck, which
used to occupy a parcel of fertile land in the central portion of the site. There is a residential building
on Odarslövsvägen (Route 946) that may be retained as guest quarters during a transitional period. The
marl pit (marlstone quarry) in the middle of the site will be removed. A minor road currently under
the jurisdiction of a community association that extends north from Odarslövsvägen towards Odarslövs
church passing through a tunnel under the E22 will be replaced with a walking and cycling route. The
company Kopparstaden AB owns a 65 m high wind power station that is located within the site on its
eastern boundary. The wind power station will continue to operate in its present form. Figure 7.6 shows
a photograph of the site taken from above in 2011, and gives a close-up view of the Korsbäck farm.

7.2.1

Archaeology and environs

Any archaeological remains that may exist within the ESS property are protected under the Heritage
Conservation Act (SFS 1988:950). An archaeological investigation that is required prior to construction
is currently underway. The County Administrative Board must grant permission for any displacement
of fixed ancient remains. The application process to the County Administrative Board for the necessary
permits so that construction can proceed has also begun, with appropriate measures to conserve significant
artefacts and to record information about their placement within the site. The archaeological investigation
is being carried out in several steps: archaeological survey step 1 [16]; archaeological survey step 2 [17];
trial excavation; and final excavation. Step 2 was carried out in spring 2012 with the aim of clarifying the
dating and conservation conditions of the ancient remains identified in step 1. The “trial excavation” took
place in autumn 2012 with the aim of deepening knowledge about the ancient remains and of clarifying
the archaeological delimitation, content, dating and scientific potential. Figure 7.7 shows two pots that
were excavated from a grave on the ESS property that dates back more than a millennium and a half. The
“final excavation” is planned for summer 2013, to be completed before on-site work can begin.
Connections to the site
ESS’s location allows for fast and efficient travel to and from the facility for researchers and other visitors
from Europe and other parts of the world. From the site, travellers can reach Copenhagen’s International
Airport by car or train in less than an hour. For vehicular access, the site is conveniently located between
two public roads, the E22 highway and Odarslövsvägen (Route 946). The E22 highway currently carries
about 30,000 vehicles per day past the site, while Odarslövsvägen carries about 1,000 vehicles per day.
Neither road is significantly congested at the present time. Traffic in the area will increase as the district
of Brunnshög expands to the south of the ESS site, and development of the MAX IV and ESS research
facilities will also contribute to this increase. Partly to mitigate this increase in traffic, regional authorities
will construct a tramway from Lund Central Station to the area. In addition, local buses and bicycle
routes will be available.
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Figure 7.5: Maps of the ESS location. Top: Copenhagen/Malmö area. Bottom: Northeastern part of
Lunds outskirts. The ESS site is shown as a blue shaded area.
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Figure 7.6: The ESS site in 2011. Left: Viewed from above, the site is located in the foreground of the
photograph, with Lund in the middle and Malmö in the background. Right: Korsbäcks farm located in
the centre of the future ESS facility.

Figure 7.7: Pots found on the ESS property in a grave more than 1500 years old.
A well-developed technical infrastructure is already available in the vicinity of the ESS site, including
electricity, water, district heating, and fibre optic network. While the site does not yet have water and sewer
connections, VA-Syd (the water and sewer-company) has indicated that it has ample capacity available.

7.2.2

Ground conditions

Earlier geotechnical investigations
Geotechnical investigations have been carried out in several stages as part of the project, beginning as early
as 2002. This investigation will be completed in early 2013, with the delivery of the Ground Investigation
Report (GIR) and the Geotechnical Design Report (GDR). In 2008 the following investigations were
performed: soil and rock sounding (Jb3), Swedish ram sounding (HfA), core drilling (Kb), helical auger
sample (Skr) and installations of open system for groundwater observation. A seismic survey, or multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW), was carried out in one investigation to enable ESS to calculate
the undrained initial shear modulus of the rock and soil. In 2010, an additional investigation was carried out
which included more soil/rock soundings (Jb3), helical auger samplings (Skr) as well as further installation
of open system for groundwater observations. The aim was to increase the reliability of findings by
tightening the investigation grid. Also in 2011, an EIA for the construction of ESS was conducted with
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the following investigations: helical auger sampler (Skr), soil/rock sounding (Jb3), core drilling (Kb), and
installation of open system for groundwater observation.
Ground and geotechnical investigations in 2012
The 2012 investigations started with a geophysical survey consisting of resistivity (electromagnetic mapping) and magnetometry surveys. The resistivity survey was completed in several sections with the goal
of evaluating the overall conditions of soil and rock and to locate areas containing sediments and sand.
Figure 7.8 shows a typical section with soil and the underlying sedimentary rock (red colour). The aim
of the magnetometry survey was to find the dolerite dikes in the sedimentary rock. The resistivity survey
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Figure 7.8: Ground resistivity versus depth along a 660 m section.
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was followed by a large number of cone penetration test (CPT), helical auger samples (SKR) and field
vane tests (Vb) in the soil. For undisturbed samples from soil and rock, core drilling (Kb) was carried
out, together with soil/rock sounding (Jb-total/Jb-3) for determining the level of the sedimentary rock.
Finally, different hydro-geological investigations was conducted with installation of pumping wells and
groundwater tubes with filter tips (Rf), flow logging and test pumping. Figure 7.9 shows a typical result
and evaluation from CPT-sounding in soil ending in the transition zone.
Soil and rock classifications were primarily carried out at the field, with ocular classification of cores
and auger sampling. After that, the disturbed samples from auger drilling were analysed to determine
classification, bulk density, natural water ratio, liquid limit and grain size distribution for selected samples of clay till. The soil samples have also been classified according to Swedish “AMA Anläggning 10,
concerning risk of frost and material type [18]. The undisturbed core samples of soil and rock were subjected to classification tests and advanced laboratory testing. Rock classification included bulk density,
moisture content, slake durability, uniaxial
test 1
Bilaga
ESS compression test, Brazilian (tensile) test and point load
measurements. Soil classification tests included sieve analysis, grain density, plasticity index, grain
size
Konceptuell
berglagermodell
distribution and moisture content. Advanced tests on clay till included an odometerjordtestoch
performed
at a
constant rate of strain (CRS), and a consolidated anisotropic undrained tri-axial test (CAU) with acoustic
measurements and cyclic loading.
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Figure 7.10: Conceptual model of the soil and rock at the ESS site.
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Groundwater
Preliminary evaluations resulted in the conceptual soil and rock model presented in Figure 7.10. The soil
layers are dominated by clay till, resting on top of sedimentary rock 8 m to 12 m below ground level,
which corresponds to 68 m to 69 m above sea level. The topsoil consists of sandy and clayey soils with
a substantial amount of organic material. Locally, intermoraine sediments of sand are found between the
clay till layers. Based on the investigations available, there is a zone between the soil and rock that is
difficult to classify as either soil or rock. The investigation results indicate that the boundary zone is
permeable and hydraulically in contact with water-bearing joints in the rock. The underlying rock consists
of clay shale and has intrusions of dolerite dikes. Five dolerite dikes have been detected in the area.
Groundwater is present in three different aquifers corresponding to the conceptual soil and rock model
in Figure 7.10: in the upper part of the soil (GW1); in the intermoraine sediments (GW2); and in the
upper part of the rock and boundary zone (GW3) together with fissures and joints in the dolerite dikes
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Figure 7.11: Groundwater levels in pipes installed in soil and rock from 2010 to 2012. Lines with points
show manual measurements, while continuous lines show automatic measurements with permanent monitoring data loggers. The legend indicates soil measurements with an index J or a qualifier soil, while
rock measurements are marked with an index Kb or a qualifier bedrock. There are no significant differences between the hydraulic head in the soil aquifer and in the boundary zone aquifer, including the
upper fractured rock. The green line J11 is from measurements near the marl pit, showing locally higher
groundwater levels in the upper layers.
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Figure 7.12: Measurements of undrained soil shear strength cu , showing an example where its value in the
clay till is derived from several vane tests in borehole 40 and from cone penetration tests in boreholes 35
to 41. The derived values are then used to establish an average value that is used for design.
(GW4). The clay till units and the undisturbed rock are considered to be practically impermeable or to
have very low permeability. Generally, the ground water levels vary between 70 m to 75 m above sea level,
corresponding to levels 3 m to 5 m below ground level. In the southwest part of the area and around
Korsbäcks farm, ground water levels are mainly at 73 m to 74.5 m above sea level. Figure 7.11 shows
groundwater levels over a two year period. Groundwater flows in two directions in the area; towards the
north-northeast and towards the south-southwest. Around the marl pit there is a local, radial flow in the
upper layers, as illustrated by the green curve in Figure 7.11.

7.2.3

Preliminary values from the ground and geotechnical investigations

Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 present average and range values from a preliminary evaluation of soil and rock
parameters. These values may change slightly upon delivery of the GIR and the GDR. The values for
undrained shear strength Cu that are shown in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.12 are derived from cone penetration
(CPT) tests correlated with in situ methods such as vane tests. Drained cohesion, friction angle and
modulus values based on undrained shear strength are derived empirically and will be correlated with the
advanced laboratory testing.
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Soil layers

Upper clay till
Lower clay till
Boundary zone
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Water
content
[%]

Liquid
limit
[%]

Density
γ
[kN/m3 ]

Density
γ0
[kN/m3 ]

11 - 24
14 - 20
–

17 - 36
17 - 36
–

20 (19 - 23)
22 (21 - 23)
18

10 (9 - 13)
12 (11 - 13)
11

Table 7.1: Soil water content, liquid limit, and densities. “Upper clay till” is above 78 m above sea level,
“lower clay till” is below 78 m, and the “boundary zone” is between 70 m and 71 m.
Parameter

Unit

Average

Range

Upper clay till
Deformation modulus, E50
Pre-consolidation pressure, σc0
Undrained shear strength, Cu
Undrained shear strength, c0
Undrained shear strength, φ0k

MPa
kPa
kPa
kPa
deg

30
500
100
0
32

20 - 40
400 - 600
80 - 150
0 - 10
31 - 33

Lower clay till
Deformation modulus, E50
Pre-consolidation pressure, σc0
Undrained shear strength, Cu
Undrained shear strength, c0
Undrained shear strength, φ0k

MPa
kPa
kPa
kPa
deg

50
1000
250
50
32

40 - 70
800 - 1200
200 - 450
20 - 90
31 - 33

Boundary zone
Deformation modulus, E50
Pre-consolidation pressure, σc0
Shear strength, φ0k

MPa
kPa
deg

50
1000
38

30 - 70
800 - 1200
37 - 39

Table 7.2: Soil strength and deformation characteristics.
Parameter

Unit

Density, γ
Compressive strength, σc0
Tensile strength, σt0
Deformation modulus, E50

Average

Range

27
40
4
10000

26 - 30
25 - 105
3 - 16
7000 - 22000

3

kN/m
MPa
MPa
MPa

Table 7.3: Rock strength and deformation characteristics in the clay shale between 66 m and 40 m above
sea level.
Modulus values
Sample ID
Kb22.6.786-789
Kb23.4.521-524
Kb24.5.658-661
Kb25.6.776-779
Kb26.7.862-865

Mvirg0
[MPa]

kvirg

Mvirg100
[MPa]

Mvirg500
[MPa]

Mrel0
[MPa]

krel

Mrel100
[MPa]

Mrel500
[MPa]

20
16
13
20
10

38
34
40
26
26

24
19
17
23
13

39
33
33
33
23

66
112
72
59
45

174
115
137
71
70

83
123
86
66
52

153
169
140
94
80

Table 7.4: Compression modulus values obtained through constant rate of strain (CRS) tests. The modulus
values Mvirg and Mrel at a certain normal stress σ are assumed to follow Equations 7.1 and 7.2.
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Constant rate of strain tests with unloading and reloading have been carried out on five different
samples. The compression modulus has been evaluated both for the virgin and also for the reloading
branch, with the results listed in Table 7.4. The modulus values Mvirg and Mrel at a certain normal stress
σ are assumed to follow Equations 7.1 and 7.2.
Mvirg (σ)

=

Mvirg0 + kvirg σ

(7.1)

Mrel (σ)

=

Mrel0 + krel σ

(7.2)

Comparing these results with the modulus values obtained from CPT tests, the values from the reloading
branch at stress level between 100 kPa and 200 kPa are in best agreement. Typical values of the bulk
modulus from the cyclic triaxial tests are in the range of 150 MPa to 650 MPa. The values obtained from
the acoustic measurements were even higher – around 8 GPa.

7.2.4

Utility supplies to the site

The ESS facility places considerable demands on the power grid. The power output is estimated at
approximately 40 MW and the energy consumption at around 250 GWh. For this reason, ESS will be
connected to the 130 kV network. A 130 kV overhead line passes outside the site, which is part of EON’s
regional grid. The overhead line has a high capacity and is well suited for connecting a facility of the
size and character of ESS. Three overhead lines should be connected to a new receiving station within the
ESS site, as shown in Figure 7.13. The receiving station will supply the facility with electricity. During
operations, the ESS facility will produce large amounts of waste heat. Figure 7.13 shows how the facility
will be connected to the district heating grid for the distribution of waste heat. The total amount of
waste heat is estimated to be almost 200 GWh annually. Communication systems with high capacity and
availability are required for the ESS facility. Several fibre-based communication links will be constructed
to connect the facility to the national and international systems, also as shown in Figure 7.13. The figure
also shows how the ESS facility will connect to the Lund municipal water supply grid at a connection point
in the southern corner of the site. Waste water from ESS will be connected to the municipal waste water
system at the same point.

7.3

Logistics, earthworks and buildings

As the facility will stretch over a considerable area, it is important to establish a coherent design for
the site, facilitating communication between all parts and providing a scheme of transportation which
can serve logistics, social interaction, gradual addition of further buildings and instrument halls as well
as providing an underlying grid for the landscaping. A list of logistical issues includes the handling of
activated equipment, sample handling, transport of heavy equipment, and loading bays and access roads.
Activated equipment, machine parts and materials enclosed in casks will be loaded and shipped from the
southwest end of the target building. This area must be connected to the hot cells and the high bay over
the target. Preferably, a hall should be arranged to accommodate a heavy flatbed truck so that the high
bay overhead crane can load it. Weights of many tons are expected and safety regulations for this type of
transport are rigorous.
Sample handling requires a sample reception area that is central to the general lab building, but which
is separated from public access and connected to the instrument halls. The functions of receiving, tagging,
shipping and storing samples for experiments will be carried out here. Sample transportation is not heavy,
but is frequent. The prepared sample will often be bulky and may require connections to cooling, electrical
and other supplies. Transport from the sample environment lab to the instrument is a main concern; it
must be swift and preferably indoors. The sample environment is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
The accelerator and supporting utility buildings rely on transports of heavy equipment and replacement
machinery for the klystrons, cryogenic facility and the accelerator. An assembly hall at the start of the
accelerator and additional space in the upgrade area of the klystron gallery will be used for transport
and logistics. Sufficient loading bays and road transports are required. Generally all workshop areas need
loading bays and access roads for deliveries. The requirements are indicated in the building programme.
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Figure 7.13: Utility supplies to the site – power, communication, heat, water and sewage.
Goods reception
The plant will have numerous local loading bays for varying sizes of cargo transport by lorry. The bays
will be designed to fit the expected amounts and sizes of goods to and from the installations and will be
equipped with the necessary lift tables, climate shelters and motorised gates and walkway doors. A shared,
single location for goods reception for all ESS needs is foreseen. For security reasons and for convenience
in handling external transports arriving at ESS, the single location is the most practical solution. The
goods reception will be located in such a way that access to the site and reception of goods can be handled
from one point in the security system. Special attention will be given to the sample reception area and to
the ability to handle heavy transports, transports of encased radioactive inventory, gases and samples.
Waste management systems
Waste will be generated in all parts of the ESS facility, with the majority generated in offices, the canteen and cafeterias, instrument halls, accelerator buildings and target. The waste management system
is dimensioned according to the estimated number of 500 to 700 persons who are expected daily at the
ESS site [19]. The waste is divided into two main categories – hazardous and non-hazardous material.
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Hazardous material includes radioactive, biological and electrical waste. Non-hazardous material includes
household, office and packaging waste. Chapter 10 provides additional detail about the handling of radioactive waste. All waste, except chemical hazardous waste from the laboratories, will be stored in a separate
building, awaiting disposal [2]. Hence, efficient waste management requires good logistics within the site.
An overview of waste streams has already been made [19], and will be further detailed regarding amounts
and types of waste for the design purposes of the waste management building. Chemical hazardous waste
will be stored adjacent to the premises where it has been generated, awaiting disposal [2].
Elevators
The facility will be equipped with elevator systems so that accessibility requirements under Swedish law
are met. The final design of elevator systems will be preceded by a logistics analysis to get the right sizing
based on usage rate and the calculated amount of people and goods. The buildings will be planned so that
staircase use is encouraged for environmental and health reasons.

7.3.1

Heavy lifting

Overhead crane systems will be installed so that transport requirements in each building are met. The
design of each overhead crane will be based on analysis of the capacity and operating range. Table 7.5
contains a preliminary estimate of the list of cranes needed.
Special lifting requirement in instrument hall next to monolith
Close to the monolith in the target area, the overhead cranes of the instrument building will not reach the
shielding blocks and other items that need to be lifted. Underneath the high bay floor a complicated lifting
requirement needs to be solved, the guide insert including its cask represent a weight of 20 t. The target
crane proposal shown in Figure 7.14 is currently under discussion. Additionally, an outrigger (javelin bar)
with a lifting capacity of 7.5 t reaching 10 m is proposed on the instrument hall bridge cranes.
Mobile units
There will be a number of locations where the use of overhead cranes will be impractical or ruled out
by overhead installations or other reasons. In the klystron gallery, a vehicle-based (robotic) system for
lifting and transporting components at maintenance and/or replacement is suggested. Pads running on
pressurised air may also be considered useful for moving machinery in this area. The accelerator tunnel
requires a special vehicle-based system to facilitate the transport and lifting of accelerator elements, cooling
systems and other items along the length of the tunnel.

Location

Description

Number

Capacity
[t]

High bay
Active cells
Target instrument hall
Target instrument hall
Close to monolith
Labs
Far instrument hall
Neutron guides
Cryogenic facility, vacuum & workshops
Front end building
Waste storage building

High capacity

1
several
4
1
1
several
1

95
–
30
7.5
20
0.25 - 0.50
10

several
1
1

10
10
30

Overhead
Javelin bar
Guide insert & cask

Shielding blocks
Smaller

Table 7.5: A preliminary list of cranes. The active cell and waste storage building cranes cranes will have
a special design. The front end crane could be replaced by an elevator.
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Figure 7.14: Preliminary layout for the target monolith crane. Top: Plan view. Bottom: End view.

7.3.2

Earthworks

Landscaping and urban planning of the ESS site requires the same level of careful attention as the design
of the buildings. As the facility stretches out over almost 1 km2 of land and the chosen site is on a ridge
rising above the surrounding landscape, ESS will direct particular attention towards layout on the site,
flexible development, transportation within the site and views towards the site from neighbouring locations. Safety barriers will be integrated into the landscape design, to avoid giving a fenced-in impression.
The Scandinavian climate can be challenging in winter, with snow and wind combining to render roads
inaccessible and causing failures in technical infrastructure. Landscaping design will be used to moderate
the adverse effects of climate.
Terracing for the accelerator, target and instruments will be carried out to accomplish a common
ground level, balancing the masses within the designated area, which minimises the need for transport
of soil. Landscaping integrating buildings with roads, drainage, ditches and storm water detention ponds
follow as functions of specified building heights. Use of storm water ponds and open ditches will provide
a pleasant outdoor environment on-site. Planting trees and bushes as well as other landscaping elements
will contribute to obtaining a soft and green environment around the facility and to connecting it with the
surrounding farmland. Landscaping, including choice of plants and design of bodies of water, will promote
biodiversity [1]. This will be achieved in different ways, for example, by using native plants, using plants
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that attract insects, or by designing ponds with gentle slopes, giving insects and other small animals access
to the water.
Roads
A system of roads, bicycle and pedestrian paths is planned around the buildings to facilitate transport
and access for various types of traffic across the site. This system will be designed to encourage walking
and bicycling. These are divided into several categories, ranging from heavy transport roads, designed to
carry loads in excess of 100 tons, to light truck transports and walking paths. All road structures will be
dimensioned with respect to each category of vehicle and nature of transport and will be provided with
an asphalt surface. One-way streets for heavy traffic will be built with a width of 4.5 m, and if a two-way
street is needed the width will be 7.5 m. Roads for light truck transports will be built with a width of 6.0 m
and for only passenger cars 5.0 m. Bicycle and pedestrian paths will have a width of 3.5 m. Sustainability
has to be taken into consideration when planning the road structures on-site. Pedestrians and bicyclists
will be given priority over car traffic. Furthermore, wherever possible, the walking paths will be planned
to facilitate public transport to and from the site.
Parking space
Lund has compiled a separate parking standard for Brunnshög where the ESS site is located [20]. This
standard must be followed in terms of both car and bicycle parking. However, the building permit stage
will take into consideration that the ESS facility is unique, with a large proportion of guest researchers
who visit the facility temporarily. Their choice of accommodation and transport during their time at
the facility will influence the logistics on-site. The need for parking space will also be affected by the
expansion of other modes of transportation, e.g. bicycle paths, tram and bus services, to the ESS facility.
According to the parking standard for Brunnshög, 0.4 to 0.5 bicycle spaces should be built per employee.
This implies about 350 bicycle spaces for ESS. However, this value may be affected by the fact that ESS
is a special workplace and by the future expansion of other modes of transportation. Bicycle parking
facilities should be located near the entrance and be equipped with good lighting, weather protection and
reasonable security to prevent thefts. Approximately 175 parking spaces for employees and visitors to ESS
will be built. In addition, parking areas will be provided for a large number of transport vehicles operating
within the site.
Some of the parking areas may be planted with armoured grass coating to minimise the storm water
impact. A system for treating polluted storm water will be developed for the parking spaces in which storm
water will be led to the southernmost drainage company Odarslöv-Puggängarna. The treatment system
will be designed in order to clean the water in such a way that the storm water running to the stream
Sularpsbäcken will not be detrimental to the environmental status of the stream or its surroundings [2].
Storm water
Surface and drainage water within the area runs in three different directions and three existing drainage
companies connected to the area handle the water.
1. “V Odarslöv – Hoby av å r 1943”, akt 769
2. “Odarslöv – Puggängarna av å r 1945”, akt 833
3. “Odarslöv – Igelösa av å r 1945”, akt 832
The catchment areas for each company are shown in Figure 7.15. Of the total site area of approximately
74 hectares, 32 hectares drain to company 1, around 27 hectares to company 2, and about 15 hectares to
company 3.
When an area formerly used for cultivation is developed, the amount of impermeable surfaces increases
and the possibility for the water to infiltrate the soil decreases. The result is that the amount of storm
water generated within the area will increase. To avoid an overload on the drainage companies, with
flooding problems as a result, the storm water flow from the development site needs to be collected in
detention ponds with regulated outlets. In these ponds, it will be certified that the drainage from the
actual connected surfaces does not exceed the dimensioned magnitudes of the drainage companies. By
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Figure 7.15: Map of the three water drainage catchment areas.

using these criteria for dimensioning of the storm water system, the amount of water leaving the area will
not change compared to existing conditions.
The main principle for handling of storm water within the area is to use a combination of pipes and open
systems. The storm water will mainly be collected through pipes leading to the ponds for the necessary
detention. But open storm water systems can also be integrated in the area, where they can be used
not only as a technical solution for storm water runoff but also as an aesthetic element in the area which
increases biological diversity and enhances ecological values. The detention ponds are located in the lower
areas of the site in order to use the natural runoff of the area and to avoid problems of backwater in the
systems. The locations have also been chosen with consideration to the position of the existing drainage
companies. The detention pond located in the northwest occupies 6,500 m2 , the pond located in the south
occupies 7,200 m2 and the pond in the east occupies 3,150 m2 .
For the dimensioning of open storm water systems on the property, a rainfall with a statistical return
time of 100 years has been used in order to ensure that heavier rain situations could be taken care of within
the site and as an extra precaution to avoid overload on the drainage companies. They will be designed
to promote sedimentation, and the flow to the drainage companies will be unchanged compared to the
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situation prior to construction of the facility. There will be a closing device on the detention ponds in
order to facilitate sample taking, treatment and removal of polluted storm water [2]. During construction
of the facility, the southernmost drainage company, number 2, will not receive any storm water from the
site, due to environmental considerations. For detailed information see the Storm Water ID-report [21].

7.3.3

Buildings

The buildings at the ESS facility should reflect the core values of excellence, openness and sustainability.
Section 7.1.1 describes the environmental classification system that is being considered for the design
and construction of ESS, which will facilitate and guide the consideration and balancing of different
dimensions of sustainability. With respect to buildings, the following dimensions of sustainability are
of special importance: accessibility, work environment, choice of materials and substances, energy, and
quality.
Accessibility
Everybody should be able to visit the facility; therefore it is important that physical accessibility on-site is
good. The buildings, the design of the rooms, the furnishings and the equipment must all facilitate accessibility for the disabled. ESS must meet legal requirements affecting both buildings and properties [22,23].
Additional requirements will be detailed in the building permit, which is the purview of Lund municipality.
In practice, accessibility is multi-dimensional; for example, differences in levels must not impede access
for individuals using wheelchairs, signage should be distinct enough so that people with limited vision are
able to find their way independently and hearing aid loops should be installed in auditoriums [24].
Work environment
In order to create a sustainable research facility, the work environment must be good. The design will
take the work environment during operation into consideration, as well as the work environment during
construction. The buildings will be designed so that inappropriate physical strains are avoided when
working in the buildings, and the possibilities to operate and maintain the facility in a safe manner will
be taken into consideration [25]. Furthermore, a healthy indoor environment is important for the work
environment. Important aspects of the indoor environment include temperature, ventilation, air-borne
pollutants, daylight and noise. ESS will develop quantitative requirements for the indoor environment,
which will be integrated into the design process. In addition, intangible qualitative dimensions will be taken
into consideration, such as design features that foster information exchange, creativity and innovation.
Choice of materials and substances
The choice of construction materials and materials for furnishings and fittings is a factor influencing the
sustainability of a building in several ways. For example, some materials and substances may generate
pollution in the building during operations, such as volatile compounds that are emitted to the air, affecting
the indoor environment. On the other hand, some materials have an environmental impact during the
building life-cycle – they may affect the energy efficiency of the building, they may be harmful to workers
during decommissioning, etc. The choice of materials may affect the need for maintenance, repair and
exchange. The life-cycle of a given material may have an environmental impact. For example, toxic
substances or hazardous waste may be generated during the production of the material.
Energy
Over the life-cycle of a building, the energy used during operations constitutes approximately 80% of the
total energy use. Hence, the energy efficiency of the buildings and the recovery of surplus heat from the
facility affect its sustainability performance to a great extent. The energy concept is described in more
detail in ESS Energy Design Report [9], from an ESS point of view. Furthermore, the energy concept
could be visualised through different features in the building, showcasing the responsibility, renewability
and recyclability.
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Quality
In order to make buildings sustainable, quality must be considered. The quality of the ESS buildings must
be of an appropriate level so that the schedule can be maintained within budget, without compromising
the functionality of the facility. By defining a certain level of quality, requirements can be integrated
into the design and construction works. Furthermore, by estimating the life-cycle cost (LCC) of different
alternatives, the most cost efficient solution over the building’s lifetime can be found.

7.3.4

Accelerator buildings

The accelerator buildings are comprised of three main parts: accelerator tunnel, front end building, and
klystron gallery. The cut-and-cover accelerator tunnel has culverts for waveguides to the klystron gallery
and emergency exits. The tunnel includes personnel protection system doors and gates to seal off access to
the accelerator during operation. The front end building includes underground housing for the ion source,
LEBT, RFQ, MEBT, DTL and staging area. The klystron gallery houses radio frequency power sources,
klystrons and modulators, and the cryogenic facility, which contains cold-box and compressor buildings
for the accelerator, the target and the instruments. In addition to these structures, the tunnel will have
culverts connecting it to the cryogenic building and a drop hatch space for access from the upgrade area
in the klystron gallery. The structural design includes a non-piled, in situ cast, reinforced concrete tunnel.
Figure 7.16 (left) shows the tunnel section of 5.4 m × 3.3 m, and also shows the interconnection with
the accelerator tunnel via reinforced concrete underground stubs that are 3.3 m wide, and 12.6 m long.
The klystron gallery will provide a clear width of about 18 m and a clear height of about 9 m. Figure 7.16
(right) shows the labyrinth structure of the tunnel emergency exit that is necessary for shielding purposes.
The tunnel will rest on over-consolidated clay till with very high shear strength and deformation modulus,
thus long-term deformations and live load-induced deformations will be small and acceptable. The design
of the tunnel has to consider that the interconnected target building will rest on piles, but there should
be no difficulties finding a proper structural solution for the interface. The tunnel foundation level will
be +74.4 m above sea level, with base slab upper edge at +74.8 m. These levels have been chosen to
ensure safe shielding distance to the transition layer between +70 m and +71 m, and to optimise the
logical relationship between topography, mass balancing, the klystron gallery, the target building and the
experimental halls.
As the tunnel will run on a groundwater ridge and the average groundwater level is approximately at
the foundation level, exterior drainage is not necessary. The tunnel will be covered by an embankment
and located at a safe distance from the klystron gallery for shielding reasons. Excavated clay and clay till
will be used for backfill and for the embankment under controlled conditions, ensuring proper shielding
capability. The design of the tunnel, stubs and emergency exits will be robust, with five emergency exits,
including one to the front end building, and eighteen stubs to the klystron gallery. Tunnel expansion joints
will be radiation-proof and placed in between stubs at a spacing of 70 m to 80 m.

Figure 7.16: Accelerator tunnel and klystron gallery. Left: Standard section of the tunnel and the klystron
7.17
gallery, showing an underground interconnecting stub. Right: Emergency exit labyrinth, from the accelerator tunnel.
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7.18

Figure 7.17: Perspective view of the front end building.
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Figure
7.18: Plan view of the klystron gallery plan. The proton beam runs from the front end building
7.19
on the northeast (at the right), to the target station – not shown – on the southwest (at the left). The 16
underground stubs that connect the tunnel and the klystron gallery are shown.
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Figure 7.19: Klystron gallery cross section at the front end building (northeast end of tunnel).
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Figure 7.20: Klystron gallery assembly hall and cold box building (southwest end of tunnel).
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The front end building that is shown in perspective view in Figure 7.17 has the same structural
requirements as the tunnel and the klystron gallery. It is an in situ cast, reinforced concrete extension of
the tunnel 20 m × 25 m, with a steel superstructure 25 m × 25 m connecting to the klystron gallery.
Klystron gallery
The klystron gallery shown in plan view in Figure 7.18 houses radio frequency power sources, klystrons and
modulators, in a building at surface level that runs parallel to the accelerator tunnel. The klystron gallery
is spatially separated from the adjacent buildings for fire protection. Figure 7.19 shows a cross section view
of the klystron gallery at the front end building. Parallel to the klystron gallery along its northern facade,
workshop buildings will provide areas for maintenance, shops, laboratories and storage. Additional adjacent
facilities along the northern facade will include HVAC, and the cryo-building comprising compressor and
cold-box buildings. Figure 7.20 shows the spatial relationship of the klystron gallery and the cold box
building.
The structural design of the klystron gallery will comprise a floor slab of reinforced concrete and a steel
frame structure with a corrugated steel roof. The main frame will consist of H-shaped steel columns arrayed
along the northern and southern facade with a spacing of 6 m. Columns will support steel trusses spanning
the gallery in some 18 m. The main stability of the superstructure will be achieved via flexural rigidity
at the column foot, vertical and horizontal bracings within the wall and the roof structure. Additionally,
corrugated steel roof and wall cladding will amplify rigidity to the system. The point of intersection to
the structural design of the accelerator tunnel will be the upper outlines of the stubs within the klystron
gallery and the adjacent floor slab, as shown in Figure 7.21.
The klystron gallery is supported via an elastically bedded, reinforced concrete floor slab (200 mm
thick) resting on a layer of pressure-resistant insulation. The shielding embankment of the accelerator
tunnel is partly supported by a reinforced concrete socket rigidly interconnected with the floor slab. This
cantilever socket also allocates vertical load impact from the exterior wall and facade. In between the stubs
and right beneath the floor slab, an arched strip foundation provides sufficient load-bearing capacity for
vertical load impact and flexural bending moment, imposed by earth pressure and column support forces.
The average groundwater level is well below the level of the foundation. Nevertheless, the reinforced
concrete floor slab is designed in water non-permeable concrete. The utilisation class for water nonpermeable concrete is determined to be “A” and the permitted crack width w ≤ 0.30 mm. The exposition
class for the concrete is determined as “XC4” for the bottom and “XC1” for the top. Due to traffic of rubber

Figure 7.21: Structural intersection of the accelerator tunnel and the klystron gallery, at the upper outlines
of the stubs within the klystron gallery and the adjacent floor slab.
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wheel forklifts, the top of the floor slab receives the additional requirement class “XM3”. Serviceability
Limit State combinations with regard to crack-width control are based upon the assumption of expansion
joints and slip support (double foil layers between insulation and floor slab). The shear force distribution
along the expansion joints is verified applying slip shear force anchors. Arched strip foundations and floor
slab are to be cast in situ simultaneously, reducing the constraint forces.

7.3.5

Target building

At the target station, the proton beam hits the target and the neutrons are produced by the clash. The
target in itself is a highly complicated piece of machinery enclosed in a number of servicing systems and
safety barriers. The complexity of this building and its close interaction with the target systems by
necessity puts most of its design into the hands of the machine designers. However, the exterior, roof,
cladding materials and proportioning, as well as the symbolic value of its function make its architecture
worthwhile to study further. The main components of the target building include the accelerator-totarget tunnel; a target monolith; servicing cells for cooling and other systems; handling cells for activated
materials; a high bay area above the monolith to service inserts by overhead crane; space allocated for
services and safety barrier systems; and an area for shorter instruments. Figures 7.22 and 7.23 show
perspective and section views of some of the target building and adjacent structures.
A number of structural issues are highlighted in the target building. Heavy loads on overhead cranes
place emphasis on the right choice of load-bearing structure. The weight of the shielding elements close
to the monolith puts high demands on the slab. Safety demands for rigidity and earthquake scenarios
add further requirements to the target building. In addition to meeting all the demands placed on the
structure, the building must have excellent logistics and provide workspaces for man and machine that
are comfortable and functional. The structural design of the target building comprises a piled base slab
of reinforced concrete, four stabilising reinforced concrete walls, a reinforced concrete hot cell structure, a
precast concrete slab and column structure from the base slab to the high bay slab and a steel superstructure
from the high bay to the roof, including two major trusses spanning beam port sectors.
Even though geotechnical conditions are very good, in situ cast reinforced concrete piles is a necessary
solution to meet extreme deflection limits and loads. With a non-piled solution with foundation in the
very capable clay till, the building would continue to move under monolith erection, and move in a
complicated pattern under major shielding operations. These movements would be difficult to calculate
as geotechnical characteristics always vary and shielding operations may be randomly executed, and have
been determined to be unacceptably large and unpredictable. The in situ cast reinforced base slab will be
given a differentiated thickness to meet variable loads and demands on basement free height. The logical
relationship between topography, mass balancing, accelerator tunnel and klystron gallery levels, gives an
excavation level as low as +72 m and quite close to the transition layer between +70 m and +71 m.
To ensure excavation stability, the transition layer water pressure will have to be lowered and controlled
during construction.
The four stabilising walls are absolutely necessary to keep beam port sectors free from intruding structural elements and maintain the greatest possible flexibility. They are by necessity symmetrical, stretching
out from the monolith to external walls, supporting slabs and high bay trusses and guaranteeing sufficient
resistance to an earthquake or aeroplane crash. The hot cell core for processing, storage and maintenance,
together with remote handling bays, determines the width of the target building. The core structure will
be in reinforced heavy concrete, while remote-handling bays may be precast concrete slab and column
structures. Pile and column spacing will follow a structural grid formulated by hot cell and external walls
and a longitudinal spacing of 6 m, apart from at the monolith, where piles will be concentrated. Precast
slabs need to be pre-stressed and complemented with reinforced in situ concrete.
The high bay steel structure with columns, bracing, roof trusses and two main trusses supporting the
high bay slab over beam port sectors, also will support an overhead crane with a capacity of 95 t. A
ring-formed reinforced concrete wall supported by the high bay slab will enclose the sealed cell on top of
the monolith. This will ensure that high bay loads from flask and shielding handling are not transferred
to the monolith. In the accelerator to target zone, high loads from equipment and shielding will occur on
several slabs. Together with logistical demands this may require a specific pile and column spacing as well
as structural slab solution.
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Figure 7.22: Perspective view of the target building and parts of experimental halls at ground level.

Figure 7.23: Section through the target building, monolith, and parts of experimental halls.

Figure 7.24: Target building and experimental halls [10].
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7.3.6

Experimental halls

The experimental halls contain the instrument stations where the neutrons from the source are applied to
the samples and detected by the instruments. Instruments in themselves range in space allocation from a
couple of square metres up to large installation of hundreds of square metres. The neutron guides leading
up to the instruments are planned at lengths ranging from about 10 m up to 156 m. The 156 m extensions
of the neutron guides are likely to require a separate enclosure, leading to the experiment hall. Instruments
will be built and altered during the entire lifetime of ESS and therefore require flexible and expandable
building concepts. Experimental halls also contain: instrument support systems and lifting devices; user
laboratories close to the instrument stations; control hutches and offices at the instruments inside the hall;
mechanical, electrical and optical workshops and support laboratories; and offices and meeting rooms in
adjacent areas.
Figure 7.24 shows a conceptual picture of the target building and experimental halls that are close
by. The structural design of these halls is comprised of piled base slabs of reinforced concrete supporting
steel superstructures and reinforced concrete culverts. For the same reasons as for the target building,
piles are necessary to meet extreme deflection limits and loads. With a non-piled solution with foundation
in the very capable clay till, the buildings would continue to move under Monolith erection as they are
interconnected to the Target building, and move in a pattern that cannot be determined under various
shielding operations. Chapter 2 gives more detailed information about shielding. Deformations dependent
on shielding operations would be decaying but still large and unpredictable and therefore have been
determined to be unacceptable.
The in situ cast reinforced base slabs may be given a differentiated thickness to meet variable loads
and pile spacing. Variable pile spacing is necessary to allow culverts to run between pile rows. Steel piles
spacing at 2 m by 2 m or more would allow the base slab structural solution to be optimal without beams.
Culverts will be used for efficient system installation distribution to instruments, and therefore there will be
no need for slab recesses for system installation distribution. Steel superstructures with columns, bracing
and roof trusses will support overhead cranes covering experimental hall areas. There will be no structural
structures obstructing areas in beam port sectors. Satellite experimental hall(s) will not have to support
extreme shielding loads but still suffer to extreme deflection limits, and will therefore be given the same
principal structural solution with piled base slab supporting steel superstructure.

7.3.7

Central laboratory, DMSC, office and auxiliary buildings

Different solutions to meet the need for laboratory buildings are under consideration. A centralised laboratory building containing many user laboratories was assumed for the design contest, and in the building
programme [10]. These laboratories provide users of instruments the possibility to prepare research and
follow up on experiments. They include: a chemical laboratory; a biological laboratory; an actinides laboratory; an NMR laboratory; and a sample reception facility. Some of the laboratories use large and heavy
equipment and are in many ways as much workshops as laboratories, and therefore may need to be placed
on the ground floor. In addition to the central laboratories, a variety of instrument-specific labs are placed
directly at the instrument locations, providing special support to the instruments. These installations may
also include mechanical workshops and utilities for handling special services or heavy equipment.
The Data Management and Software Centre is to be built in Copenhagen. Chapter 2 describes the
activities at the DMSC, ranging from instruments control and data acquisition to data visualisation and
analysis. The DMSC is located at the Northern Campus of University of Copenhagen (KU), in close
collaboration with KU, the Technical University of Denmark and all other Danish universities. The DMSC
may be located in a purpose-built building, or as a part of another building.
ESS will require a central office building with offices for administration, scientists, directors and other
personnel as well as a separate user office. Preferably, the office will be connected to public spaces for
visitors, meeting rooms, exhibition space and auditoriums. The central office building should contain at
least the following components: offices, with a mixture of open plan and single office rooms; meeting rooms;
an auditorium; exhibition space; and a lounge, science room and library. Some of the auxiliary buildings
and functions will be located in the Lund Science Village. There are on-going discussions regarding
guesthouse, recreation, conference facilities and canteen.
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Entrance
The entrance area will be directed towards the town centre and the Science Village development between
Max IV lab and ESS. Visitors and workers will get a welcoming feeling from the moment of arrival at the
facility. As a user, efficient handling of everyday routines will be taken care of by the reception area staff.
As a visitor, a clear and visually communicative environment will aid navigation around the site. The
reception staff needs to handle a great many tasks including receiving users and visitors, managing access
control systems, sample reception and goods handling, security checks and clearances, dosimeter handling
for staff and visitors, tours of the facility for visitors and general guidance and services related to all ESS
departments. The entrance foyer should have a lounge area, restrooms and meeting facilities outside the
security-controlled area suitable for visitors. An auditorium of reasonable size would also preferably be
placed in this area. How visitors from the general public and schools might study the operations at ESS
is a subject worth looking into; the possibility to offer for example, a viewing platform in the experiment
halls next to the target building should be considered.
Guesthouse and recreation facilities
ESS will receive thousands of users, students and other guests every year. Suitable accommodation close to
the research facilities must be provided. Many users stay at the facility during experiments and need to be
close to their laboratory for shorter or longer periods. The guesthouse could provide the following functions:
simple hotel-like accommodation; recreational facilities for guests and staff; and a canteen. Recreational
facilities for the users and staff, connected to the guesthouse, might include a gym, pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
lounge and social areas that can be reserved for dinners, meetings or get-togethers is planned.
Ventilation stack
A ventilation stack is needed to reduce the concentration of radioactive emissions in the air, in case of
radioactive emissions to the air in the accelerator tunnel and/or in the target building. The stack needs
to be at least 40 m above the surrounding ground level.
Central utility building
Some support systems are optimised, technically as well as economically, by locating their main equipment
centrally, in a single central utility building (CUB). The CUB will contain the following systems and
equipment: a water cooling system, with heat pumps, cooling machines, heat exchangers, pumps and
valves; a compressed air system, with compressors, dryers, filters, buffer tanks; a process water system, with
deionised makeup water and water treatment equipment; heating system, with heat exchangers, pumps and
valves; electrical supply (for CUB equipment), with MV-switchgear, transformers, and LV-switchgear; and
local control equipment for the systems and equipment. The CUB will be divided into rooms containing
different systems, with redundancy and back-up power supplies, split into fire compartments to ensure
high safety, good maintenance level and high reliability.
External utility supply buildings
An overview of external utility supply is shown in Figure 7.13. Some utility connection points will be
located on the ESS site. In order to make a harmonious impression, equipment in the hand-over points
will be arranged in a way that balances the landscape and building design in general. An example of
this is the connection point for electrical power, which will have HV (130 kV) switchgear, transformers,
MV (20 kV) switchgear and probably emergency generator sets. The space needed and the height of the
HV equipment and transformers makes it difficult to create a building with a low profile. Gas-insulated
switchgear, as in Figure 7.25, is somewhat smaller than air-insulated switchgear.
Control centre
The control room represents a central and crucial function at the facility. Here all processes are monitored and controlled around the clock, 7 days a week. The central space occupies a number of control
workstations. Typically these will include six to nine computer display panels per seat, keyboards, communication and safety panels. Controls will likely be divided into target, accelerator, conventional facilities,
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Figure 7.25: Typical gas-insulated 130 kV switchgear.
and instrument data acquisition. A central meeting space is required adjacent to the seats. A central
display showing an overview of the operational status will be visible across the room. Several categories of
personnel will man the control room; accelerator and target scientists as well as operators working on shift.
The control room is discussed from the perspective of control functionality in Section 5.6. All personnel
must be given the room needed to work together and to facilitate work around the clock. Several meeting
spaces are needed for debriefing at shifts and for special operations planning. Individual offices are needed
for permanent staff close to the control room. A kitchen and lunchroom as well as a lobby for relaxation
are suggested. Changing rooms with showers and rest cabins are needed. A separate viewing room for
visitors is suggested, reached independently of the control room area entrance.
Conference facilities
As work in teams is ever increasing, the need for meeting rooms and conference facilities is growing.
ESS will provide excellent services with a varied and flexible approach to the contemporary way of work.
Open and closed spaces will be mixed to create an environment that encourages interaction and meetings.
Meeting rooms will be fully equipped for communication. Varied furnishings and wallboards might be
considered.
Canteen
A canteen serving users and staff is seen as a crucial function for social interaction and scientific success
at ESS. The canteen should be capable either of serving meals produced on-site or of receiving catering on
a daily basis for a large number of people. Lighter meals as well as breakfast, coffee, tea, fruit and sweets
should be available around the clock.
Storage
Generally, the need for temporary storage of equipment, materials, consumables and other goods is stressed
within most operational procedures at ESS. The planning of buildings will take this into account and
provide both dedicated storage spaces and allow for local storage of various items in experiment halls,
laboratories, workshops, cryogenics building and klystron areas. In building terms, general storage aside,
special areas and even buildings will be required for safety and security reasons including storage of gas,
flammables, hazardous substances and material sensitive to magnetism, shock, high or low temperatures,
etc.
Waste building
All waste except chemical hazardous waste will be stored in a separate building, awaiting disposal. There
are several legislative requirements concerning premises where waste is stored which must be fulfilled.
These include requirements that the building be equipped with leakage protection, that hazardous waste
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be stored separately from non-hazardous waste and that different hazardous waste fractions be stored
separately from each other. The waste management system is further described in Section 10.4, and any
specific requirements on the waste building will be identified in the more detailed analysis of the waste
streams that will be performed.

7.4

Electric power services

Table 7.6 shows a summary of load levels anticipated for the different main consumers of electrical power.
The optimal strategy for distribution of grid power from secondary substations is under study. The
final choice will depend on technical, economic and environmental considerations. A conventional cable
solution has some limitations and disadvantages compared to an alternative bus-bar supply solution. The
final solution is likely to differ between the more industrial parts of the ESS facility and the parts accessible
to the public. Life-cycle cost analyses will determine the choice. On-going investigations and coordination
between all parts of the facility, including all machine and research equipment, will provide the information
basis for more detailed design considerations in the upcoming preliminary design.
Electric power will be supplied to ESS at a high voltage level (130 kV). It will be transformed to a
medium voltage level (20 kV) for distribution within the facility. In immediate proximity to the loads,
substations with redundant structure, containing 20 kV switchgear and transformers, will transform the
medium voltage power to low voltage power (e.g. 690 V or 400 V). In addition, a number of systems
will use extra low voltage (ELV) power (less than 50 V), including systems related to fire safety, security, surveillance, communication and building management. The different load centres place different
requirements on the quality of the electrical supply, depending on the consumers. However, some base
requirements are common for the whole electric power system and grid: it must not jeopardise the safety
of staff and visitors; its design must facilitate operation and maintenance; the adverse consequences of
faults must be minimised; disturbances should be mitigated at their source, in general; dimensions must
be based on a life-cycle cost analysis; and sustainability must be an integral part of design and operational
decision making. These requirements will be met by following applicable Swedish legislation, Swedish and
international standards and good engineering practice.
Primary distribution substations
ESS will be connected to the 130 kV sub-transmission grid in the area. Today, there is a three-direction
interface where two regional grid branches supply the Eastern Receiving Station for the city of Lund. To
connect the research facility, the three-direction interface will be replaced by a new substation, erected
close to the site. The capacity of either of the two feeding 130 kV lines is enough to allow uninterrupted
operation when one line is disconnected for maintenance or for other reasons. The switchyard can be
designed to facilitate instant redundancy in case of a fault in one of the power transformers or bus bars.

Load type

Accelerator
RF-test hall
Target station
Experiment halls
Cryoplant: accelerator
Cryoplant: target
Computing & controls
Heat recovery
Facilities

Main
power
[MW]

Aux.
power
[MW]

Backup
[MW]

23.5
1.1
6.0
4.8
4.3
2.2
TBD
8.2
3.0

4.2
TBD
0.3
TBD
0.2
0.2
TBD
0.7
–

–
–
TBD
TBD
0.8
0.2
TBD
–
0.3

Comment

Assume 15% of total power is LLRF & controls
Power is independent of Accelerator supply
Control & containment systems need UPS
Option of 10 MW available at all 4 halls
Helium recovery and control system backup
Control system (only) backup
30 min of UPS power for safe shutdown
Cooling is not needed if accelerator stops
Emergency lighting & security for 12 hours

Table 7.6: Estimate of requirements for installed electrical power. The values cannot be simply summed
to directly calculate the electrical power consumption. Cryoplant back-up power is for both a common
helium recovery and storage system, and for controls. Target station values are preliminary estimates.
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Figure 7.26: Primary distribution substation single-line diagram.
Essentially, there are three different types of 130 kV switchgear. The most expensive, in terms of
investment cost, is gas-insulated switchgear, with all components such as switching devices and bus bars
contained in sealed gas caskets. Air-insulated switchgear, installed indoors, consists of equipment that
is equivalent to that used for outdoor installations. Buildings housing air-insulated switchgear must be
larger than those required for gas-insulated switchgear. The least expensive investment costs are incurred
with outdoor air-insulated installations. This is the most common approach to power distribution grid
switchgear, since it does not have any infrastructure to veil, such as the switching devices and the bus
bar. Thus, there is more flexibility for functions such as reconstruction and maintenance of the switchgear,
although the installation makes a larger visible impact on the landscape.
The ESS switchyard area uses indoor 130 kV switchgear, either air-insulated or gas-insulated, together
with power transformers and medium voltage switchgear. The substation will either be fitted into one large
building, or divided into at most three separate smaller buildings. The 130 kV voltage will be transformed
by two power transformers to a medium voltage level suitable for distribution to secondary distribution
substations closer to the load centres. The power transformers will be an important component of a robust
and safe power supply for ESS. Each power transformer will be able to bear the whole load of ESS plus
other nearby loads, such as Science Village. This is necessary for maintenance and to reduce the risk
of downtime due to transformer failure. The power transformers require proper ventilation. They will
be oil-insulated and placed on concrete foundations that can contain the entire volume of oil from the
transformer tank. The power transformers will reflect the need for low losses because of the high duty
cycle. Due to the irregularity of certain loads, low transformer impedance is important, for example to
minimise unwanted voltage deviations throughout the site.
Electrical power grids in Sweden operate as monopolies, based on a concession system and regulated
by the Energy Market Inspectorate. EON Elnät is the owner and operator of the regional 130 kV subtransmission grid while Kraftringen Nät has the concession for lower voltage grids in the area. Two possible
grid connection solutions have been identified. The first is a grid connection at 130 kV. ESS would own and
operate transformers in the primary distribution substation, with the grid connection interface between
ESS and EON Elnät. In the second solution the grid connection is at the medium voltage level. Kraftringen
Nät would own and operate transformers in the primary distribution substation, with the grid connection
interface between ESS and Kraftringen Nät.

7.4.1

Medium voltage systems

Site power will be distributed at a medium voltage (MV) level of 20 kV. Although this is slightly more
expensive than with 10 kV distribution equipment, it has the advantages of higher short circuit power,
which improves power quality, and lower currents, which result in lower energy losses and lower magnetic
fields. The availabilities of spare parts for 10 kV and 20 kV are roughly equivalent. The ESS MV
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Figure 7.27: Loop power distribution to medium voltage substations.

power grid will be built and will perform as a regular distribution power grid. This will make it possible
to use standard and conventional MV switchgear devices and equipment, which will result in a more
manageable grid structure that allows for easy operation and monitoring. Safety, reliability, serviceability
and sustainability will be prioritised in the selection of switchgear design and type. The area reserved
for the primary distribution substation is approximately 100 m by 200 m. A single-line diagram that
illustrates the proposed layout of the primary substation is shown in Figure 7.26.
Medium voltage system earthing and earth fault protection
Medium voltage systems in Sweden, with a few exceptions, operate as isolated or arc suppression coilcompensated networks. Conventional Facilities has chosen to embrace this standard for reasons of experience and maintenance. It is necessary to create a neutral point in the MV power grid, due to the vector
group of the primary substation power transformers. This will be achieved with grounding transformers
at each section of the MV bus bar – for example, a transformer with zigzag winding – which would also be
used for internal substation power supply. An arc suppression coil will be installed at each neutral point,
connected in parallel with a neutral earthing resistor. This will create an isolated resonance-earthed distribution grid, which will reduce the earth fault currents to safe levels. Fault clearance during earth faults
can be achieved without risk of interference to adjacent feeders, by choosing a proper earthing resistance.
Medium voltage cables
The power will be distributed to substations around the facility by MV cables that are designed to handle
planned load currents, but which also include flexibility to handle higher load levels. The MV grid will
be constructed with feeders interlinked in loops for redundant and flexible supply. Despite the loop
structure, the MV grid will not be operated in a meshed manner. Figure 7.27 provides a single-line
diagram illustrating loop distribution to substations. The cable design is a balance between investment
cost and power losses, taking account of both economic and environmental considerations – the investment
cost is higher for a larger cable, but the energy losses are lower.
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Figure 7.28: Two examples of the provision of spare medium voltage transformers. Left: Four 2000 kVA
transformers are grouped into two pairs, each bearing a 60% load. The entire load of one pair can be
supplied by a single transformer, briefly loaded at 120%. Right: Three 2500 kVA transformers. Two
operate under an 85% load, while a spare transformer has no load.
Secondary distribution substations
Several secondary distribution substations, inside or close to the ESS site, will use a standardised substation
that includes transformers, MV switchgear and low voltage switchgear. Additional equipment such as UPS
and filters will be provided where appropriate. The standard substation concept has several advantages:
it is easy and safe operation, it has fewer spare parts, it has flexibility to adjust to late changes, and it also
has flexibility to adapt to future upgrades. It is possible that the low voltage switchgear will be located
inside the main buildings rather than in the secondary substation buildings, in order to ensure faster and
easier operation. Each substation will be connected to at least two medium voltage feeders, for flexibility
and redundancy, as indicated in Figure 7.28.
Spare transformer capacity is needed, for redundancy and to facilitate maintenance. Figure 7.28 shows
two examples of this approach. On the left of the figure are four 2000 kVA transformers, grouped into two
pairs. All 4 transformers bear a 60% load. In case of transformer failure, the entire load of one pair can
be supplied by a single transformer, briefly loaded at 120%. Alternatively, on the right of the figure are
three 2500 kVA transformers. Two operate under an 85% load, while one (spare) transformer has no load.
If an active transformer fails, its entire load is supplied by the spare. The transformers will transform the
medium voltage to a suitable lower distribution voltage of 400 V for conventional loads, somewhat higher
for process loads. Both dry-type and oil-insulated transformers are under consideration.
Safe and easy operation and maintenance join reliability, sustainability and economy as important
influences on the choice of transformers and switchgear type and layout. The ring main unit MV switchgear
in the standard substation design normally includes four switching devices, generally circuit breakers,
in cubical cabinets. The switchgear will be designed with some free space to leave open the option
of adding more switches in the future. In general, the design will take into account the possibility of
future extensions of the switchgear. The design will also provide easy access for operational actions and
maintenance, prioritising protection of human beings and equipment. The switchgear will include the
appropriate number of switches for a given purpose and will be designed with withdraw-able or removable
parts, so that contact with unprotected live parts is prevented. Switchgear will be arc-certified and in
compliance with valid standards, minimising the risk of harmful pressure, heat or gas in case of events
such as short circuits.
Power quality
Proper power quality is essential for the proper functioning of machines and other electrical equipment. The
level of power quality can be described in terms of compatibility between emitted electrical disturbances
and immunity to electrical disturbances. Common power quality problems include harmonics, transients
and flicker. The operating principle is to take care of disturbances at the source. That is the only way to
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guarantee high power quality to all consumers. In addition, all equipment will be adequately designed to
ride through voltage dips arising from the external grid. There is no way to mitigate all such disturbances
at the source, since they may originate from such causes as lightning strikes at overhead lines and similar
unavoidable accidents.
The grid owner ensures a certain level of power quality in the grid. This means that ESS can expect a
certain level of power quality at the grid connection point, but it also implies that there are requirements
imposed on the facility in the grid connection point. Since there will be both disturbing equipment
and sensitive equipment within ESS, proper power quality must be ensured not only at the interface
between ESS and the grid owner but also within the ESS internal power system. This can be achieved by
requirements on the loads immunity and allowed maximum emittance. Installation of equipment designed
to mitigate the disturbance may also be necessary. In general, such equipment will be installed close to
the source of disturbance in order to ensure proper power quality to other loads. Harmonics cause losses
and capacity reduction in transformers and cables. Mitigation of harmonics close to the source reduces
losses and increases the available capacity in the power system.
Power monitoring and control
The entire ESS distribution power grid system will be monitored by a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. The system provides the capability of performing actions on specific objects
and equipment. Essential information, such as voltage, active and reactive power, and an event list will
be included in the monitoring system. The power grid SCADA will communicate this information, as well
as the status of connected objects, to the integrated control system (ICS). Server redundancy is essential.
If the main server should go down, or if it should be undergoing upgrades, the backup server must take
over seamlessly. By the same token, when the main server comes back online, it must takeover seamlessly
from the backup server. Both the SCADA system and CF’s programmable logic controllers (PLCs) will
be updated via a timing system service provided by ICS, to ensure a correct time stamp for alarms and
sensor data.
Back-up power
Some consumers will be very sensitive to outages in the power supply. System wide outage has historically
happened once every 20 years in the adjacent sub-transmission system. It is not practical to install
uninterruptable power to the entire facility. Instead, efforts have been made to identify the most sensitive
loads in terms of human safety and economic values, such as delicate or expensive equipment. The cryoplant
may be equipped with an emergency backup generator to get the plant in a fail-safe mode in case of a
longer interruption. The instrument stations may have parts of their loads supplied on a battery-secured
grid in order to permit the safe shut down of equipment. Other examples of loads that will be supplied
with backup power are emergency lighting, control room equipment and emergency ventilation.
In many cases, the primary purpose of providing backup power is to ensure that safe and controlled
shutdown of specific functions is possible and that computer systems remain online. This can often be
achieved by ordinary uninterruptable power systems (UPS). Both local and central UPS solutions will be
considered. It is possible that some loads will be connected to local UPS units while other loads will be
connected to a central UPS unit. The central UPS build implies that all the UPS services for emergency
backup are linked together through one or more centralised systems. However, the centralised UPS can
be divided into smaller subsystems that provide better redundancy conditions compared to individual
independent uninterruptable power supplies. The centralised battery pack should be constructed with
interlinked smaller battery units to improve the redundancy further.
Backup power will be delivered by an ordinary MV loop distributing prioritised power to the entire site.
The backup power supply will be located at the primary distribution substation. During normal operation,
the backup power loop will be energised from the ordinary MV-level supply. If the supply fails, the MV
bus bar circuit breakers will open and the backup system will take over the supply for the prioritised
loop automatically. For safety reasons, the backup system will be designed so that operator intervention
is required to restore normal operation. Dedicated low-voltage racks supplying prioritised power will be
co-located with the ordinary switchgear to achieve simplicity in deployment and operation of the backup
power system. Equipment requiring backup power will be connected to these racks.
The technology of the backup power supply will be considered carefully, as the different approaches
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each have advantages and drawbacks. Diesel generators are relatively cheap and use familiar commercialoff-the-shelf (COTS) technology, but they require continuous maintenance and fuel storage. The diesel fuel
is flammable, which poses an environmental hazard and requires special storage and handling. Battery
supplies may be available in the power range required, but they are relatively expensive. However, battery
systems require less maintenance, the backup is “immediate and they will not leak fuel. Hydrogen fuel
cells offer an emerging battery technology. They may become COTS for MV at the required power level
during the construction phase, or during the ESS lifetime.
Electrical interfaces
In general the interface between the power supply system and the other internal systems is at the outgoing
low voltage breakers of the secondary substations, or at outgoing low voltage breakers in separate low
voltage distribution rooms.
The accelerator will be the single largest consumer of ESS power and it is physically the largest system.
The power consumption of the accelerator varies along the path between the ion source and the target.
To accommodate the power variation along the beam path, standardised substations will be distributed
along the stubs in a way that keeps the low-voltage cable lengths within reasonable limits. The number
of substations necessary depends on the supply voltage required by the modulators. For design purposes,
a main power voltage of 690 V has been proposed. This voltage represents a worst-case scenario in the
sense that it requires the largest number of substations. Substations for klystron gallery, tunnel and ion
source will be located at the klystron gallery. The interface between the electric power supply system and
the modulators will be at the outgoing low voltage breakers of the substation.
Target power consumption is very small, compared to the accelerator. Nonetheless, the expected
demand requires a few dedicated substations. The interface between the electric power supply system and
the loads within the target is at the outgoing low voltage breakers at the substations.
Within the experimental halls, there will be laboratories and more permanent infrastructure supporting
the experimental work. It is important that the electrical system for the instruments is flexible and has
sufficient design margin to adapt to changes in the configuration and location of the neutron instruments.
Basically, the neutron instrument suite will always be a “work-in-progress”. New instruments will be
developed and obsolete instruments retired over the entire lifetime of ESS. The interface between the
power supply system and the instruments will be at the instruments.
The cryogenic compressors will be supplied by substations located close to the end of the klystron
gallery and the beginning of the target building. A voltage level of 3.3 kV is preferred over a lower voltage
of 400 V. The intention is to use the same voltage level for cooling pumps and heat pumps. The interface
will be at the outgoing breakers in the substations.
The conventional facility system electrical interfaces are currently under review. Some interfaces will
occur with air compressor systems, data systems and conventional building systems. For example, there
will be a need for conventional 400 V power along the accelerator tunnel, to supply lighting, ventilation
and tools during maintenance, among other purposes. This need will be supplied by dedicated substations.

7.4.2

Low and extra low voltage systems

Rooms for low voltage (LV) systems operating below 1 kV focus on accessibility, interchange ability, flexibility and management aspects. There are two categories of LV rooms: for machine supply and for common
power. LV distribution rooms for machine supply rely on several secondary distribution substations will be
deployed around the facility. Each substation will contain transformers and MV switchgear that connect
to LV switchgear in separate rooms located close to the load. Space for additional equipment is reserved
in these rooms. The final design and placement of substations and LV rooms will be based upon power
demand investigations and analysis. Electrical distribution rooms for common power use floor oriented LV
rooms in each building that contain distribution boards connecting to local LV wiring.
Ducts
Ducts will be sized to cover the requirements for cable installation related to conventional facility installations, with spare capacity for flexibility and future changes. In addition, Conventional Facilities will
collaborate with other divisions to ensure that ducting systems allocate adequate space for other cable
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systems, such as control systems. The cable support could be arranged using floor ducts, trays and ladders,
wall channels or piping. Type, material and structure will depend on system design criteria and requirements. Cable support will be separated into at least three parts (power cables, communication cables and
cables for fire and safety systems). In addition, separate support will be provided for control and machine
cables.
A separate dedicated piping system of blown fibre pipes will provide the backbone for communication
between the facility distribution room, building distribution rooms and floor or area distribution rooms.
This common piping system provides capacity for all communication fibre optics needed. In the more
industrial-like premises of the accelerator tunnel, gallery, target building and experiment buildings, the
main ducting system will include a grid of cable ladders/trays mostly starting from secondary distribution
points. In more public parts of the facility such as offices, labs, reception rooms and guest facilities, the
ducts could be concealed above ceilings or recessed to give a discreet impression. The installation must not
obstruct access to other systems. The use of installation floors is recommended, to accommodate flexibility
for control room and computer rooms.
Lighting
Artificial indoor lighting will be selected to provide for energy efficiency and a comfortable lighting environment for ESS personnel and visitors. The lighting system will be adapted to the best available technology,
which means lighting systems applied with latest technology for lamps and control technology to ensure
long maintenance intervals and minimised energy use. LCC analyses will determine the best solution for
each application. LED technology is currently in an intensive development phase and is likely to become
prominent for indoor lighting use in the next few years. Outdoor lighting design must meet norms and
standards and provide for a safe transportation environment within the site. Entrance lighting will be in
focus in order to create good conditions to guide visitors, staff and goods flow. Special attention will be
directed to illumination of the site and surroundings for safety purposes.
Guidance and emergency lighting will comply with European regulations, and exit signs will meet
the guidelines in the ESS fire safety strategy document [8]. Power supplies will be backed up to secure
lighting in the event of evacuation during power failure. Lighting control through a generic technical
communication network covering light fitting groups provides opportunities for energy-savings. Lighting
control such as presence detection, daylight adaptation and also monitoring of safety light fitting status
will be implemented.
Extra low voltage
Extra low voltage systems with voltages less than 50 V will be incorporated into the buildings with a focus
on accessibility, interchange ability, flexibility and management aspects. ELV system premises include a
central facility distribution room that contains central distribution equipment from which the building plot
backbone emanates, and an access point for external telecommunication grid, with separate confinements
for BMS, Security and IT equipment. A central ELV room in each building, and floor or area distribution
rooms, contain equipment from which building backbone emanates. BMS, security and IT equipment are
separately confined. ELV distributions rooms with servers, spare servers and other equipment will also
serve the main control room and the back-up control room.
Building management system, and fire detection and alarm
A building management system supervisory control and data acquisition (BMS/SCADA) system will be
used to control, regulate and monitor the status of all conventional facility-related building systems. The
system architecture will be open protocol and expandable, allowing full flexibility for the future. Source
code will be fully available and owned by ESS. Users will operate the system through a graphical interface.
The BMS system will communicate information as well as the status of connected objects to the integrated
control system. The possibility of integration with preventive maintenance systems or asset management
systems will be evaluated. Server redundancy and seamless transfers from main to backup servers is
essential for both the power grid SCADA and the BMS/SCADA systems. Sections 5.2.5 and 5.2.6 discuss
how both SCADAs receive timing system services from the ICS.
Addressable fire alarms based on smoke detectors, alarm push buttons, et cetera, will provide early
warning in case of fire or smoke accumulation. Fire alarms will be connected to the municipal fire brigade
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and have automatic transmission of fire alarms. Details of the ability to transfer information to the
supervisory security system and ICS are provided in the Fire Safety Strategy Report [8]. The evacuation
alarm system is a part of the automatic fire alarm system. Alarming equipment, consisting of audible
sounders in combination with visual signals, is activated automatically when smoke is detected, or manually
with push buttons [8]. All functions related to fire safety are controlled directly from the fire alarm system,
enabling these functions to be monitored on the same level. Control examples include: evacuation alarms,
audible and visual alarms, fire door controls, release of access controlled doors, lifts, ventilation, and smoke
management. These alarms and functions will be fully integrated with the Personnel Protection System
described in Section 5.2.3.
Communication systems
A generic communication cable system will comply with the latest applicable standards for categorised
communication networks. The facility and building backbone will be three separated optical fibre networks
terminating in building, floor, and area distribution rooms. The network will support BMS, security and
IT systems. The communication network will connect local outlets via LAN. Communication points for
WLAN (wireless data communication) and for mobile communication will cover the needs of the facility.
An intercom system will be installed for vocal communications from doors, gates and similar locations to
the reception and control rooms. Images from intercom locations where a CCTV camera is located will
automatically be presented in the responding monitor when the intercom call is received. After completion
of the call, the presentation will return to the previous image selection.
A mobile communication system will be installed with complete indoor and outdoor coverage, enabling
users to send and receive text messages both manually and automatically from security systems. The
control room will be equipped with a radio communication system suitable to communicate with the
fire brigade, police, and other emergency responders. The system will conform to the Swedish national
“RAKEL” system. The radio system will also cover outdoor areas on the ESS site.
Other extra low voltage systems
Restrooms accessible for the disabled, rest cabins and some other areas will be equipped with an emergency
alarm system. Alarms will be indicated both optically and acoustically outside each room and also in the
security system terminal in the control room. There will also be cable TV service access points, for
distributing national and international TV-channels.

7.4.3

Electrical environment and grounding

Electrical installations will be designed to provide a good and safe electrical environment. All parts of
the facility will be equipped with grounding and protection systems that integrate various protective and
functional aspects. The foundation of the grounding system will be an extensive grounding grid using
concrete reinforcement in the base slab, basement and other underground concrete constructions. The
system will be shared by all systems and will connect the various buildings to define a common ground
potential for the total site.
A common grounding system for both high, medium and low voltage systems according to norms is
planned. All substations will use the same common ground potential in order to counteract differences
within the electrical systems, despite the large number of substations and the relatively large geographical
distribution area within ESS. The grounding will be designed to meet the specific needs of different equipment. For example, where pulses with high-rise times, i.e. with high frequency content, are expected, a
solution providing low inductance and high surface area such as flat straps could be considered. An equipotential system ensures personal protection against electric shock. The system defines certain non-electrical
conductive parts and connects them to common ground potential to avoid differences in voltage level. The
common ground potential could also serve as a part of a functional grounding wire grid to ensure clean
earth. Ground potential could be made accessible by ground bars in strategic places.
Every building in the ESS facility will be equipped with both external and internal lightning protection
to protect buildings, equipment and people. The lightning protection system will follow EN 62305 [26–29]
performance standards, and will include different levels of over-voltage protection devices in strategic
locations. The system will be connected to common ground potential in the various buildings. Protection
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against interference will be developed taking into consideration general regulations, EMC directives, CE
norm, filter technology etc. Means to handle electric and magnetic fields will be ensured by choice of
methods and materials during the detailed design phase. Distance to sensitive parts of the operation
and various shielding actions will also be considered. For some areas it is essential to minimise or protect
against static electricity, such as in areas with sensitive electronic equipment or in areas that pose explosion
risks.

7.5

Water systems

ESS needs water in different qualities for different purposes, often within the same building. Lund municipality’s external tap water grid will supply the water needed, except possibly for some purchases of
deionised water for the process water system. Municipal water in Sweden meets national standards for
victuals, so there is no need for a water purification plant for drinking water. The municipal system will
provide cold and hot water to all installations in cleaning rooms, rest rooms, staff rooms, etc. in all buildings. On-site systems will provide several different levels of water purification, required for certain special
purposes, such as for the neutron science laboratories and for the cooling and heating systems for the
accelerator, target and instruments. Some of these purification systems will be supplied by the municipal
water system. ESS will provide on-site water storage for fire extinguishing sprinklers and hydrants.
An internal domestic cold-water pipe network will provide the ESS facility and each heating substation
with domestic cold water. Internal tap water consumption will be measured with flow meters for each
building. Back-flow protection will be installed to the required extent. Hot domestic water will be produced
in heat exchangers in heat substations located in each building, using waste heat from the process during
beam operation and district heating when the beam is off and no waste heat is produced. Cold and
hot water will be distributed to all consumers by an insulated pipe network. Insulated pipes will also
carry circulating hot water. The outgoing hot-water temperature will be between 55◦ C and 60◦ C. Some
electrical hot water boilers may be used locally for low-consumption and distantly located consumers.

7.5.1

Cooling water system

The facility requires more than 40 MW of electrical power to operate, most of which is converted to waste
heat, and must be removed. The ESS cooling system accomplishes two goals. The primary goal is to
remove waste heat and provide adequate cooling and temperature control for all systems to assure safe
and efficient facility operation. The second goal is to recycle as much of the waste heat as practicable and
provide it to external customers. To accomplish these goals, the cooling system is designed with a series
of heat exchangers, pumps, heat pumps, piping, and possibly other chiller systems that use water as the
primary heat exchange medium to transport heat generated from facility systems to external customers.
In order to achieve an energy efficient heat recovery, it is of considerable value to cool equipment at as high
temperatures as possible. The ambition is to build an energy-efficient, sustainable and robust cooling water
system. The water cooling system for the ESS facility will be built for the scope outlined in Figure 7.29.
One way to achieve the secondary goal of re-using the waste heat is to use it for other applications
within ESS. For example, return water flow at appropriate temperatures will be used for heating office
buildings. Another way is to make this energy available for external use, for example by directing the high
temperature water cooling return flow through heat exchangers to an off-site district heating system. All
options are currently being kept open pending decisions at a later stage in the project, as final optimisation
requires more detailed information from the different machines and conventional facilities.
A backup system will be installed to insure personnel safety and to protect valuable ESS systems and
machines in the event of unexpected conditions such as the unavailability of the district heating systems.
Backup solutions may include a dry air cooler and tap water. The capacity of the system will be determined
later on based on requirements to maintain cooling for critical systems.
The net cooling demand is estimated to be 29 MW. Table 7.7 shows how these demands can be met
by providing cooling water at three different temperature levels. The final determination of the number of
cooling levels will be made based on machine requirements and an economic evaluation of heat recovery.
The detailed design of the cooling water system will be completed using standard machines, equipment
and components such as pumps, heat exchangers, heat pumps, piping components, tanks and vessels.
Construction materials are to be standard austenitic stainless steels. In some special applications other
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Figure 7.29: Schematic arrangement of the water cooling system.
Temperature level

Supply
temp.
[◦ C]

Return
temp.
[◦ C]

Low
Medium
High

5 – 15
30 – 35
40 – 50

30 – 35
40 – 50
75 – 80

Table 7.7: Water cooling system temperature levels.
materials like high-grade steels or thermo-plastics may be used. Governing codes are appropriate EU
Directives required for CE marking systems and components. The cooling water system primarily uses
deionised and demineralised water and possibly (for some outdoor applications) ethylene glycol/water
mixtures.

7.5.2

Deionised process water

Deionised water will be used in all cooling and heating water circulation systems for the accelerator, target,
and instruments. Purified process water will be produced in a central plant and will be distributed via
a pipe network to all sub-stations. The deionised process water system will consist of two units, each of
which is able to service 60% of the need. One unit together with a storage tank will provide the plant with
enough water during service time. Filters will continuously purify the circulating water in each cooling
loop so that the levels of organic particles and ions are within the required limits. Purifiers will be located
in the different substations. There is great variation in the amount of water to be purified, depending on
operating modes. The level of the deionisation and purification for the feed system will meet the specific
demand for each system and loop as required.
There are different ways to produce the process water – for example by reverse osmosis and ion exchange
– requiring further investigation to choose the best option. The different levels of purity appropriate for
each system are being determined. The quality, purity and resistivity will be controlled and monitored
continuously. The high demand for process water during fill-up and start-up poses a special issue. There
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are three possible routes to address this issue: buy deionised water, install a temporary facility or build
a large-capacity permanent facility. After commissioning, the need for water during normal operation is
comparatively low, mainly to compensate for leakages and service in the systems. Thus, different solutions
may be used during the topping-up process and during normal operation.

7.5.3

Cooling water requirements

Heat is removed from each point that requires cooling with ordinary water-to-water heat exchangers,
with requirements from target, cryoplants, accelerator, ion source, instruments and facilities that vary in
different operating modes. The full implications of the different operational modes are still being evaluated,
but a preliminary list is shown in Table 7.8. Certain systems will run at reduced capacities in the different
operational modes, or may be shut down and not require any cooling. This will result in varying demands
on the cooling water system. Another factor influencing the cooling system is the seasonal variation in
ambient temperatures. This changes the demand for heating and cooling in conventional buildings (offices,
laboratories etc.). These seasonal variations will affect the demands on the cooling system and how much
power it can deliver to other customers. Future work is planned to perform computer-based mass and
energy balance simulations to optimise the cooling system design, and to ensure it will accommodate all
operating mode variations. However, the “beam on target” mode has the highest cooling demand, as
presented in Table 7.9. The cooling points listed represent about 80% to 85% of the total cooling demand.
Accelerator
The linear accelerator comprises both the accelerator tunnel itself and the klystron gallery. The total
cooling requirement for the system is divided among components in the tunnel and gallery. Most of the
cooling demand is for klystron gallery equipment. Although a majority of the klystron gallery cooling
demands will be met using water, the low level RF (LLRF) equipment requires approximately 500 kW of
air cooling. The HEBT magnets require approximately 250 kW of cooling. The RFQ and DTL tanks in
the accelerator tunnel require not only cooling, but also more stringent temperature control requirements
than the rest of the accelerator systems. A separate cooling and temperature control loop may be provided
for this equipment. Cooling for the RFQ and DTL is estimated to be less than 200 kW.
Target
The target substation cools four sub-systems: the main target material cooling loop, which is connected to
two inner gas cooling systems that use helium and nitrogen; a cooling loop for thermal moderators, inner
and outer reflectors, the monolith shielding, beam dump, and water purification systems; a cooling loop for
monolith flush, helium purification, and proton beam window systems that are primarily gas cooled; and
a cooling loop to provide constant temperature regulation in ventilated zones for connection cells, utility
rooms, and active cells. Target moderators will be kept at cryogenic condition with a hydrogen system.
This small cooling demand is supplied from a cryogenic helium plant.
Cryoplants
Chapter 6 discusses how three separate cryoplants will provide helium at cryogenic conditions. The largest
of the three plants provides helium at 2 K for accelerator cooling. A second system provides helium at
16 K to the target moderators. The main cryoplant cooling demands are the condensers in the helium
compressors and cooling of the oil in the compressors. The third cryoplant – the test stand and instruments

Mode
Full operation
Down-time
Intermediate (e.g. start-up, shutting down)

Duration
[h/y]
5000
1900
1700

Table 7.8: Operating hours per year in different operating modes.
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System

Cooling
loop

Accelerator

Low
17
34
Medium
32
39
High
47
78
Sub-total
Low
10
26
Medium
30
67
Sub-total
Low
9
35
Medium
32
60
High
60
87
Sub-total
Low
12
27
Low
12
27
Medium
32
42
High
47
77
Sub-total
Total estimated cooling demand

Target

Cryoplant

Instruments
Buildings

Supply
temp.
[◦ C]

Return
temp.
[◦ C]

Total
power
[MW]
4.3
2.0
8.4
14.7
4.3
3.2
7.5
0.5
3.2
3.2
6.9
1.6
4.0
0.2
−6.0
−1.8
28.9

Table 7.9: Estimated water cooling power demands in the extreme case of the “beam on target” operating
mode. The high temperature cooling loop of the ”Buildings” system has a negative cooling demand because
it provides heat.
cryoplant – serves two functions. During operations, it provides liquid helium to the various instruments
on the neutron beam lines. Its second function will be to provide cryogenic cooling for the cryomodule
test stand. Cooling requirements for this third system are an order of magnitude smaller than for the
other two plants. There will be a large difference between supply and return water-cooling temperatures
for both the condenser cooling and in the oil cooling circuits. Consequently, cooling will be done in several
stages to maximise heat recovery.
Instruments
The specific instruments to be included in the initial 2019 suite are currently in review. Cooling will be
provided for the initial seven instruments, with provision to expand the cooling system to accommodate
new instruments as they come on line. Cooling will be required for both individual instruments and
instrument support equipment. The initial estimated cooling requirement for instruments and instrument
support is approximately 1.6 MW, and is likely to be highly distributed.
Conventional facilities
Other cooling demands currently being investigated include compressed air systems, conventional building
heating and cooling, and heating for potable water supplies. Two air compressor systems are currently
planned, one with dry filtered air for valve actuators and control, and one for general shop air. Conventional facility building heating and cooling requirements will also be provided by the cooling system, with
current estimates of approximately 5 MW of cooling and 6 MW of heating, pending additional definition.
Heat for conventional buildings will be provided, as much as possible, by waste heat from the technical
infrastructure.

7.5.4

Cooling water interfaces

Generally, cooling water will be supplied from the primary cooling water distribution system to cooling
substations located near the accelerator, target, cryoplant and instrument systems. The cooling substations
will include heat exchangers that transfer heat from these systems to the primary water-cooling system.
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Figure 7.30: Accelerator water cooling system interfaces. Cooling substations located in rooms immediately
adjacent to the klystron gallery building will require an area of approximately 450 m2 .

Distribution pumps, expansion tanks and water treatment equipment will also be located at these cooling
substations.

Accelerator
Cooling water will be supplied from the cooling substation to the different cooling points in the klystron
gallery. Cooling water for the equipment in the accelerator tunnel will also be supplied from one of the
cooling substations. Figure 7.30 shows a schematic of the accelerator cooling system. The linac is located
in the accelerator tunnel, and the klystron gallery equipment is in a building that runs parallel to that
tunnel. The klystron gallery connects to the tunnel through a number of transverse galleries that are called
stubs. Accelerator cooling substations require an area of approximately 450 m2 . These substations will be
located in rooms immediately adjacent to the klystron gallery.

Target
The target individual subsystem cooling loads are managed by a cooling system internal to the target
system. The interface between this target cooling system and the facility cooling system is a target cooling
substation. Cooling water will be supplied from the cooling water distribution system to this target cooling
substation located in or near the target building. The cooling substation will include heat exchangers that
transfer heat from the target cooling loop to the water cooling system. Figure 7.31 shows a schematic of
the target cooling system. The target cooling substation is located outside of and adjacent to the target
station building so that it is outside the boundary of any radioactive zone. The target cooling substation
occupies an area of approximately 50 m2 .
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Figure 7.31: Target building water cooling system interfaces. The single cooling substation is outside the
radioactive zone boundary, with an area of approximately 50 m2 .
Instruments
The specific interfaces between the cooling system and instruments have yet to be defined pending further
definition of the instrument suite. Currently, the instrument cooling demands will all be met with the low
temperature range cooling loop. It is anticipated that the cooling demands for the instruments will be
highly distributed, with the possible result of not recovering much waste heat from this system.
Cryoplant
Cooling water will be supplied from the overall cooling water distribution system to a cooling substation
located near the cryoplants. Figure 7.32 shows the general configuration of the interface between the cooling
substation and the cryoplants. A single, integrated cooling substation will support both the accelerator
and target cryoplants. The substation for the smaller instrument cryoplant will be a separate system, as
this cryoplant will be operational before the two larger cryoplants.
Conventional facilities
The interface between the cooling system and other conventional facilities is currently in review. Interfaces
will be required for air compressor systems, and conventional building heating and cooling. Cooling for air
compressors and conventional building cooling will be provided from the low temperature range cooling
loop. Heating for buildings will be provided from waste heat in the medium and high temperature cooling
loop return streams. In some cases, this heat may not be sufficient for buildings. In that case, additional
heat may be provided from interface with the Lund district heating system.
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Figure 7.32: Cryoplant water cooling system interfaces. A single, integrated cooling substation will support
both the accelerator and target cryoplants.
Instrumentation and controls
Instrumentation and controls for the accelerator cooling system are largely undefined at this point. Instruments will be required to monitor coolant flow rate, temperature, pressure, and cooling water quality.
Acoustic noise, pump and compressor vibration, and leak rate monitoring may be required. In addition,
instruments will be required to monitor and control circulation pump power and heat pump compressor
power. Cooling water quality and treatment systems are also required for the cooling system. The cooling
system will use an integral, continuous, on-line monitoring system that is fully integrated with the ICS to
manage cooling water quality. Alarms and shut downs will be provided as part of the general infrastructure
of control by ICS.
District heating
The central utility building contains all the heat pumps necessary to produce the required cooling capacity
for the three cooling loops. A large amount of heat is produced on the condenser when a heat pump cools,
the sum of the cooling energy and the electrical energy supplied to the heat pump compressor. To recover
this energy for use in the Lund district heating system, the hot-side temperature of the heat pump must
be lifted to a useful level of about 80◦ C to 90◦ C. If this temperature lift is not of interest for economic
reasons, the energy will be released to the ambient air in some type of cooling equipment, in which case
the energy is wasted.
Table 7.10 shows the calculated number of heat pumps and heat exchangers, based on the assumption
that all energy will be recovered and transferred to the district heating system. The heat exchangers in
the high-temperature cooling loop will be cooled directly from the return pipe side of the district heating
system. In the part of Lunds district heating system where ESS will be located, the return temperature
varies between 45◦ C to 50◦ C over the year. The supply temperature from the heat exchangers to the
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Parameter

Unit

Cooling capacity
Heating capacity
Number of heat pumps
Heat pump capacity
Number of heat exchangers
Heat exchanger capacity

MW
MW
MW
MW

Cooling system
Low Medium High
10
15
3
5
–
–

7
12
2
6
–
–

14
14
–
–
2
7

Table 7.10: Number of heat pumps or heat exchangers in each cooling system.
supply pipe side of the district heating system will be in the range of 75◦ C to 80◦ C. Further investigation
is required to determine if this temperature level is enough to feed into the district heating system.

Other external interfaces
If companies in business such as greenhouses, fish farms, or biogas production want to start activities
in the vicinity of ESS, it is technically possible for them to use the low-temperature energy from the
cooling systems instead of building their own heat plant. Users with lower temperature requirements
could interface with the return pipe side on the cooling system low or medium cooling loops. This means
that they can have supply temperatures to their heating systems of about 35◦ C to 45◦ C.

7.5.5

Waste water and storm water

The main waste water system will be connected to the Lund municipal waste water system. Waste water
within the site will be diverted by gravity flow pipes and if needed by pumping stations and pressure pipes
to the connection point. The radioactive waste water system will collect potentially irradiated waste water
from any process in the facility. The floor drains and piping layout will be designed for gravity flow, from
which the contaminated waste water will be pumped up to waste storage tanks. If no radioactivity is
measured in the waste water in the tank, it will be released to the main waste water system. Chapter 10
has more detailed information about potentially radioactive waste water. Section 7.3.2 describes the storm
water system that is designed for local disposal. It consists of drains, gravity flow pipes that allow water
to infiltrate the soil, pump stations and at least one storm water detention pond in order to release storm
water outside ESS to drainage companies.

7.6
7.6.1

Main services
Compressed air and gas systems

Three different types of compressed air are provided. Two systems provide pressurised air for common
pneumatic tools and cleaning during maintenance and installations, and instrument air for instruments
and machine systems. Pressurised air and instrument air is produced in the central utility building, and is
distributed by a ring system to various systems and consumer locations, where a substation ensures that
sufficient capacity is available using a buffer tank with local controls. Figure 7.33 shows how the third
system produces extra dry instrument air with an extremely low dew point as required for some specific
instrument, machine and system purposes, by using normal instrument air as “raw material” at the local
consumer site.
The substation for extra dry instrument air consists of a buffer tank and an adsorption dryer for
removing moisture down to −70◦ C. Standard air compressors provide most pressurised air, but oil-free
compressors are used for instrument air and extra dry instrument air. Table 7.11 shows the air quality
that is expected for each of the three systems, determined by the standards laid out in ISO 8573 [30].
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Figure 7.33: Compressed air systems: pressurised air, instrument air, and extra dry instrument air.
Compressed air type

Dust
content
class

Oil
content
class

Moisture
content
class

Pressurised air
Instrument air
Extra dry instrument air

2
1
1

2
0
0

3 or 4
2
1

Table 7.11: Compressed air system qualities, using the standards laid out in ISO 8573 [30].
Helium, nitrogen, hydrogen and other gas systems
Gas distribution systems will provide storage, transfer, flow control and distribution services for the buildings. Helium, nitrogen and hydrogen will be distributed from outdoor tanks for liquefied gases together
with evaporators and distribution pipes into the buildings. Other gases will be delivered either from mobile
single gas bottles, bundles of gas bottles or bottles located in discharge central rooms, and distributed out
to consumers by installed pipe networks.

7.6.2

Heating and ventilation

The primary heating system is based on internal waste heat from the cooling process when the plant is in
operation and complemented with district heating from the Lund municipal heating network during beam
shutdowns. The heating system will be designed as an internal district heating circulation system with
a primary underground pipe network from the central utility building to heating substations with heat
exchangers for secondary heating systems and hot water generation located in each building. The heating
substations consist of shunts and pumps for different types of secondary heating circulation systems, for
example, radiator loops or air-heating loops. For the accelerator, an additional heat exchanger is required,
since this system is exposed to radiation during beam operation.
The large industrial-style premises will be heated through ventilation and local fanned-air heaters.
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Smaller areas such as staff rooms will be heated by radiator systems. Electrical radiators will heat some
areas, such as electrical rooms and distantly located rooms with a low power demand. Other types of
premises, such as offices, labs and public areas, will be heated by low-temperature floor heating systems.
The goal is to design all heating water systems with as low a temperature as possible considering the
balance between pressure losses through heating coils and low-temperature waste heat from the process in
order to use as much of the waste energy as possible.
All normal ventilation systems are designed to ventilate, dispose and recycle heat from processes in each
building. Supply air will be added, mixed and, if necessary, displaced. Exhaust air will be evacuated in
the usual manner and recycled in the air-handling unit. A number of protective ventilation systems will be
provided for laboratories and workshops. All fume cupboards and flexible and fixed local extraction devices
will be connected to the local extraction systems, and the area pressure will be balanced by additional
air-conditioned supply air.
Accelerator and klystron gallery ventilation
During operation, the accelerator tunnel is air-conditioned by a number of air-conditioning units. Each
unit consists of a filter-cooling coil, heating coil and fan-section, designed to fulfil appropriate temperature
and humidity demands. The air pressure is atmospheric, as the tunnel is not ventilated during operation.
The tunnel will be ventilated with fresh air only during service and maintenance stops, when the proton
beam is off. The ventilation system will start after a delay. Supply air will be taken down to the front end
of the tunnel by a supply air-handling unit containing outdoor air damper, filter, heating and cooling coils
and a frequency controlled supply air fan via ducts and a supply air grill. The exhaust system contains an
exhaust grill at the end of the tunnel, airtight ducts and damper, HEPA-filter and a frequency controlled
exhaust fan connected to an extract duct network and the central ventilation stack. The ventilation system
runs with high airflow for a period when it starts, in order to obtain a low level of activation in the tunnel.
Thereafter, it runs with a lower airflow adapted to hygienic demands for maintenance personnel and in
order to maintain appropriate climate and humidity demands. The accelerator tunnel is at a slightly
negative pressure during ventilation, with respect to both ambient pressure and also to pressure in the
klystron and front end buildings.
The klystron gallery air-handling units will provide the areas with filtered temperature regulated air.
The units will be equipped with filter sections, mixing chamber, rotating heat recovery wheel, heating
and cooling coils and frequency controlled supply and exhaust fans. The units will be controlled for
energy efficient air-conditioning to fulfil the climate demands in the klystron building. Supply air will be
distributed via a duct network and displaced supply air devices on floor level along the long sidewalls.

FAN ROOM

KLYSTRON
HALL
ROOM
TEMPERATURE/HUMIDITY
SENSOR

Figure 7.34: Air-handling in the klystron gallery building.
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The system will maintain a slight overpressure compared to the accelerator tunnel. Figure 7.34 shows the
klystron gallery air handling system.
Target ventilation
Target HVAC ventilation systems will be designed to complement the physical barriers and to provide an
integrated containment system to minimise the emission of radioactive particles through the ventilation
stack. There will be several types of classified air exhaust systems, which will serve process, storage and
maintenance rooms within the active area, as well as connection areas and the utility rooms with pump,
decay, and purification rooms. These systems will get compensating filtered and temperature regulated air
from air-handling units and supply air devices located in the high bay, from which the air will be transferred
through airtight ducts and dampers into the active areas. Ordinary air-handling units will ventilate other
areas inside the target building. Active areas will have a slightly lower air pressure than either the ambient
pressure or the pressure of areas with no radiation, during operation. A slightly negative pressure relative
to ambient pressure will result in the continuous exhaust of air from these regions.
Experimental hall ventilation
Experimental hall air-handling units will provide the areas with filtered temperature-regulated air. These
units will be equipped with filter sections, mixing chamber, rotating heat recovery wheel, heating and
cooling coils and frequency controlled supply and exhaust fans. They will be controlled for energy efficient
air conditioning to fulfil the climate demands in the instrument halls. The supply air will be distributed
to the area via a duct network and high level mixing supply air devices.

7.6.3

Fire extinguishing systems

There will be various fire extinguishing systems around the facility. Different concepts have been analysed,
including systems needed in rooms not accessible to the fire brigade and systems needed to limit the
consequences of a fire. Rooms with a high level of radiation will probably have gaseous fire suppression
systems installed. Areas where a fire can develop rapidly and where the consequences cannot be accepted,
such as the klystron gallery, will also be equipped with fire suppression systems. Such systems could
be equipment integrated gaseous systems, but an overhead system such as a water sprinkler, has also
been analysed. In the case of a fire, the extinguishing water might contain hazards, such as radioactivity,
hazardous chemicals or infectious samples. A separate tank system to collect potentially contaminated
extinguishing water is under consideration for premises posing such a risk, in order to ensure that the
operation of the municipal waste water treatment system will not disrupted. Similarly, gates or valves in
the detention ponds can be closed for water sampling, treatment or disposal, in order to ensure that fire
extinguishing water that is drained into the storm water system will not damage the environment.

7.6.4

Security systems

Figure 7.35 shows a block diagram of a typical security system structure. All security systems will have
full functionality at central unit level, in case of main power or back-up power supply failure for at least
12 hours, unless otherwise indicated. Some critical parts of the security systems such as servers, switches
and similar equipment will be connected through a UPS that will keep the power supply steady for at least
30 minutes, to permit a controlled shutdown sequence. Security systems will be independent, and will
not be connected to external IT communication. An error in one system will not affect the functionality
of other systems. All security systems will function autonomously without depending on servers or other
peripherals, and will be equipped with time synchronisation over a common external time base. Some parts
of the security system interact with the integrated control system. For example, common interlocks function
as part of logical functions for ICS and associated safety systems, MPS, PPS and TSS, as discussed in
Sections 3.1.5, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, and 5.2.4. The generic cable system that is part of the general security system
will be a separate system provided with sabotage control and monitoring. The security cable system,
designed for TCP-IP communications, could be a part of the general building cable system. If so, it will be
clearly marked and securely separated, with labels, so that confusion is avoided. No connection through a
virtual local area network or mixing of domains other than security LANs will be allowed.
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Figure 7.35: Block diagram of a typical security system structure.
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Intrusion alarm
The intrusion alarm system will be designed and executed in accordance with the corresponding SSF
130:6 [31] or equivalent European code. All openings and glass in the perimeter and the building facades
will be protected with alarm devices that generate an alarm upon unauthorised entrance or when glass
is broken. Additional protection, such as volume protection, will be provided for certain areas within the
premises, such as reception and control rooms. Manoeuvrability of such alarm zones will preferably be
implemented through the access control system. Assault alarms will be part of the intrusion alarm system.
An outer perimeter protection system will be an intrusion alarm sub-system, with the main purpose of
monitor the site externally. Any movement in the designated areas will generate an alarm that interacts
with CCTV-cameras.
Access and door controls
The access control system will use proximity cards and will be adapted to the MIkron FARE Collection
System (MIFARE) standard, providing functions such as anti-passback, both on global and local mode as
well in hard and soft mode. Some doors, such as entrance doors and doors leading to restricted areas, will
be possible to control remotely through the access control system from the supervisory security system.
On-site external security devices will also be controlled remotely. It will be possible to transfer information
to the supervisory security system and the control system. Some passages need an interlock function and
monitoring, such as doors to restricted areas due to radiation and control room fire doors. All door control
and monitoring will be a part of the intruder alarm and access control system. Interlock functions will be
hardwired and will not depend on logical conditions in servers.
Surveillance systems
All parts of the CCTV system will comply with Open Network Video Interface Forum standards. The
CCTV system is primarily intended for: visual verification of events triggered by alarms, identification of
people from intercoms, and similar functions; manual and automatic camera “patrols” of guarded areas;
and recording of all images as a basis for investigations. There is no general need for permission to install
a CCTV system, according to Swedish laws governing public surveillance, although some cameras may be
disallowed, such as at the entrance gate. The system will be equipped with intelligent video analysis, of a
type that has to be determined. Each individual camera in the system will be equipped with built-in, realtime video motion detection. The system will be integrated with other systems and will act automatically
within the programmed settings. The ability to manage and locate cameras on drawings will be provided.
For example, automatic display of the image will occur with the choice of camera in graphical interfaces.
Other features may include dynamic zoom through lateral positioning, or similar functions. It will be
possible to transfer any information to the supervisory security system and the control system.
Supervisory security system
The main objectives of the supervisory security system are to monitor all underlying systems and to present
alarms and events. To some extent the system will also include control functionality. At a minimum, the
supervisory security system will connect to: intrusion alarms, assault alarms, external perimeter protection,
access control, door control, fire alarm, and elevator alarms. Other systems closely related to safety, such
as the personnel protection system discussed in Section 5.2.3, will also be connected. The system will
interact with underlying systems, both at the server levels and at the central unit levels, depending on the
type of system, with presentation in the control room. Control panels connected directly to the underlying
security system will also be available in the main control room, in case of failure in the supervisory security
system. Figure 7.36 shows normal and emergency modes of operation.
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Figure 7.36: Normal and emergency operation modes for the supervisory security system.
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